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PREFACE

The Co-ordinated Research Programme on the Benchmark Study for Seismic Analysis and
Testing of WWER-Type NPPs was initiated subsequent to the request from representatives of Member
States at the Technical Committee Meeting on Seismic Safety Issues Relating to Existing NPPs held
in Tokyo, August 1991. The conclusions of this meeting called for the harmonization of methods and
criteria used in Member States in issues related to seismic safety.

With this objective in mind a Consultants' Meeting was convened in April 1992 to produce a
working document for a CRP. The meeting was attended by twenty specialists coming from Eastern
Europe, Western Europe, USA as well as Japan.

On the basis of the recommendations of this group it was decided that a benchmark study is the
most effective way of achieving the principal objective. Two types of WWER reactors (WWER-1000
and WWER-440/213) were selected as prototypes for the benchmark exercise. The two prototypes are
Kozloduy Units 5/6 for the WWER-1000 and Paks for the WWER-440/213 NPPs.

Twenty-two internationally recognized institutions (public or private companies) from fourteen
countries take part in the state-of-the-art seismic analysis and testing of the two prototypes. Three
other institutions are attending the meetings as observers and contributing results of their research on a
voluntary basis.

The first and second RCMs were held at the Paks NPP in September 1993 and the Kozloduy
NPP in June 1994 during which plant walkdowns were also performed to familiarize the programme
participants with the WWER-440/213 and WWER-1000 type plants, respectively.

One of the major activities which took place after the Kozloduy RCM was the full scale
dynamic testing of Paks NPP using several blasts. Results of the analyses from the research projects
of all the participants as well as the testing which took place at Paks NPP were discussed during the
third RCM in St. Petersburg hosted by CKTI. During this RCM a technical tour of the Vyborg
Explosive Test Facility was performed.

The first set of Working Material comprised seven volumes and covered the work reported
until 1995.

The volumes were arranged by topic, i.e. Volume 1 - Data related to sites and plants; Volume 2
- Generic material: codes, standards, criteria; Volume 3 - Kozloduy Units 5/6: analysis/testing;
Volume 4 - Paks NPP: analysis/testing.

The present (second) set keeps the same arrangement between topics and volumes with new
letters denoting additional material belonging to the same volume. Volume 5, which is new, will
cover material related to Experience Data. This set comprises contributions from participants until
January 1996.

No change was made to the original texts in the preparation of this set of Working Material

Aybars Giirpinar, Project Officer
IAEA, Division of Nuclear Installation
Safety
February 1996
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FLOOR RESPONSE SPECTRA OF WER-1000, NPP KOZLODUY
GENERATED FROM LOCAL SEISMIC EXCITATION

Zahari Bojadziev
Research and Development, NPP Kozloduy

Mar in Rostov,
Central Laboratory for Seismic Mechanics

and Earthquake Engineering

Introduction

The seismic review level characteristics for the site of
Kozloduy NPP have been set to 0.2g and a respective free field
acceleration response spectra have been derived after a profound
site conformation project. According to the conclusions of that
project a separate investigation is recommended for local
seismic excitation. This requirement complies with 50-SG-01 and
has been newly initiated. The goals of the analyses are:

to define the seismic motion characteristics from local
seismic sources (30km zone);
- to perform structural analyses and in-structure spectra
generation for local seismic excitation;
- to compare the forces (spectra) from local events with those
generated as seismic design review bases.

Database

The seismological information needed for the execution of the
project has been derived from the available tectonic, geological
and seismological information compiled in the overall seismic
hazard project. According to the former project the local zone
(30km) around Kozloduy (fig.l) is characterized by low
seismicity and relatively stable tectonic settings. There are
only a few small earthquakes registered in that zone for the
instrumental period of observation in Bulgaria. Conservatively
it was assumed that the maximum magnitude expected is 4.5.
Because of the lacking data of observed events in the local
zone, the frequency-magnitude relation was derived from the
database for the Moezian platform. There are no capable faults
in the zone, however the so called weaken lines have been used
as probable sources. The closest weaken line to the site is
placed about 7km east. The average depth of the local seismicity
is assumed to be about 5 km.



For the aim of a seismic time function modelling a sample of 43
three component acceleration records have been compiled. The
content of the sample is as it follows: 20 records , Italy; 6
records, California; 5 records, Turkey; 3 records, Bulgaria, 9
records, Japan.

Attention has been paid to proper selection of the soil
condition of records (medium to weak soil).

Characteristics of the ground motion

A conventional hazard analysis with an assessment of the
uncertainties has been used to determine the maximum
acceleration from local seismic sources. The input data
described above are used for the purpose. The following key
parameters are varied:
- attenuation law: 2 alternatives: Ambraseys, Bommer and
Stamatovska, Petrovski;
- standard deviation: 0.4 and 0.6;
- maximum magnitude: 4, 4.5 and 5;
- minimum magnitude: 3.5 and 3.75;
- freguency of occurrence: 2 alternatives;
- space distribution of seismicity: 2 models.

According to that logic scheme 96 results are generated. The
statistics id given in table 1.

The frequency content of the review ground motion is determined
by statistic of the acceleration response spectra derived from
the compiled sample of records. The statistics of the spectra is
given in fig.2. The statistics of the maximum acceleration of
the records is given in table 2.

For review of the structures and the equipment from local
seismic excitation is selected the mean normalized spectrum,
scaled by the mean plus one standard deviation maximum
acceleration (fig.3 and 4).

In—structure spectra

For the in-structure spectra generation the 3-D finite element
model is used (fig.5). The same model is used also for the
design in-structure spectra computation. The soil is represented
by spring and dashpot system. The material damping in the
structure is 4% (5% for the design spectra). The radiation
damping in the soil is respectively: 70% - vertical vibration,
42% for horizontal, 35% for rocking and 21% for torsional
motion. The composite damping is limited to 30% for vertical and
to 15% to horizontal vibration.

The computed in-structure spectra are compared with the design
spectra . An additional test has been performed with three real
accelerograms. The accelerograms are forming the maximums of the
envelope of the sample acceleration response spectra. The
results of these computations are shown in fig. 6,7,8.



Conclusions

The performed
conclusions:

calculations are leading to the following

l.The local seismic excitation could be characterized by a
horizontal maximum acceleration 0.16g with an annual probability
of exceedance 10-4. The corresponding vertical acceleration is
assumed on the base of the statistics performed 0.8 from the
horizontal one.

2. The spectral acceleration for horizontal motion from local
sources will be lower than the respective design free field
spectrum in the whole frequency range of interest. The vertical
acceleration spectrum will be partially higher than the vertical
design spectrum - for frequencies about 10HZ and higher, the
spectral values of the local excitation are higher than those,
prescribed by the deign spectrum.

3. Although there is difference in the input motion, the
calculated design floor acceleration spectra are covering the
values of the spectra, generated from local excitation. The
reasons for those results are the intensive soil-structure
interaction effects which are determining the seismic response
of that building.

Table 1. Seismic Hazard from Local Seismic Sources

Annual
Prob.

Mean
[g]

Sigma
[g]

Median
[g]

15%
[g]

85%
[g]

10
10
10
10
10

-2
-3
-4
-5
-6

0.016
0.056
0.128
0.227
0.341

0.009
0.025
0.033
0.073
0.125

0.015
0.051
0.124
0.216
0.320

0.009
0.032
0.096
0.156
0.221

0.024
0.083
0.162
0.299
0.462

Table 2. Statistics

Component

Horizontal
Vertical

Mean
[g]

0.059
0.041

of accelerogram sample

amax Sigma
[g]

0.056
0.053

Mean+1.sigma
[g]

0.116
0.094

Literature:
Safety Guides, Safety Series No 50-SG-S1, 1991. Earthquakes and
Associated Topics in Relation to Nuclear Power Plant Siting,
IAEA, V.,60.
Initial Data of Seismic Input and Soil Conditions of Kozloduy
NPP Site, Extention to Part II Soil Conditions, Report, NPP
Kozloduy, 1994
Rostov et al. , Floor Response Spectra of Unit 5/6, NNP-Kozloduy,
Riskengineering Ltd., 1994
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1. SCOPE OF PROJECT.

Subject of this project is defined in paragraph 2 of

Annex A to Contract No. 7449/R1/EN between the IAEA and

VNIIAM and it is following:

In-situ dynamic testing of selected equipment and

components at the Kozloduy NPP (Unit 5 or 6) will be

performed. Contractor (VNIIAM) also intends to perform

analyses to estimate dynamic characteristics of these

components.

This programme of work continues the programme of the

Previous Contract No.7449/EN that was realized in period

from June 1993 to June 1994.

This Research Project is a part of Agency Coordinated

Programme "Benchmark Study for Seismic Analysis and Testing

of WWER-Type NPPs" that is carried out by Institutes and

Firms of many countries (Belgium, Bulgaria, Czech Republic,

Germany, Hungary, Italy, Macedonia, Rumania, Russia,

Slovakia, Spain, Switzerland, USA).

The following concrete works were envisaged by VNIIAM

on period from November 1994 to October 1995:

- Preparation of offers about systems and equipment for

tests at "Kozloduy" NPP with taking into account of VNIIAM

specialists inspection at the Unit 5 of "Kozloduy" NPP in

1986-87 as well as of results of IAEA specialist walk down

at "Kozloduy" NPP in 1994 (in frame of "Benchmark"

Programme).

- Concordance of selected equipment list for tests with

"Kozloduy" NPP.
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- Preparation of testing methods and programmes.

- Preparation of apparatus.

- Tests of selected equipment at "Kozloduy" NPP.

- Calculation of dynamic characteristics and seismic

resistance of tested equipment on the base of dynamic tests

results.

- Preparation of conclusions and recommendations.
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2.CALCULATI0NAL-EXPERIMENTAL METHOD OF

EXAMINATION AND ENSURING OF EQUIPMENT

SEISMIC RESISTANCE AT NPPs DIRECTLY.

Detailed information about development and using by

VNIIAM calculational-experimental method of examination and

ensuring of equipment seismic resistance at operating NPPs

directly is expounded in our previous publications [1;2].

In this connection we limit oneself to short information

with emphasis on specific character of some approaches in

instrumentation and measurement.

In short the essence of the method consists of the

following. Seismic influence on structures and equipment has

a resonance character. Therefore the natural dynamic

characteristics (frequencies, decrements and modes of

vibrations) exert decisive influence on equipment and

pipelines seismic resistance. It is obvious that natural

dynamic characteristics of any concrete item of NPP depend

on its design and materials as well as on dynamic properties

of all joined elements (supports, pipelines, isolation,

etc.). Any concrete item can not be seismically resistant by

itself (separately from other connected elements). Therefore

VNIIAM since 1980 has organized systematic calculational-

experimental investigations at the starting and operating

NPPs directly.

With the help of external source the vibrations of

testing unit are excited and the same time registrations of

vibrations are carried out. Analysis of experimental data
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permits to receive the values of the natural dynamic

characteristics. On the base of these characteristics and

floor response spectra the calculations of the seismic

resistance are carried out.

During past tests at Unit 5 of "Kozloduy" NPP (in 1986-

87) we used as shock method of excitation of damped

vibrations so excitation of harmonic vibrations with help of

special small-sized automated connectable electromechanical

vibrators of directed action.

The list of inspected equipment (32 types of

technological and electrical items) was sent to

Mr.Boyadjiev. More detailed information (results of

inspection, conclusions and recommendations) were hand to

specialists of "Kozloduy" NPP during our works at NPP in

frame of present Agency Research Contract.

Tests at the "Paks" NPP in 1994 in frame of the first

year of Agency Research Contract were analogous to past

tests at "Kozloduy" NPP.

For present tests at "Kozloduy" NPP we used the more

simple shock method only because we had got the extensive

material of past tests at the same NPP with help of

vibrator. On the other hand we broadened the set of

registration means.

In accordance with agreement between "Kozloduy" NPP,

VNIIAM and Atomenergoprojekt Institute the tests at

"Kozloduy" NPP were carried out by specialists of VNIIAM and

Atomenergoprojekt jointly. It allowed to realise the joining

up of apparatus and primary elements as well as to carry out
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the complex tests of technological and electrical equipment

of safety systems that were selected for inspection.

In result side by side with apparatus and transducers

of VNIIAM (electro-magnetic transducers and vibrograph

EK1T-04) we used piezoelectric transducers and tape-recorder

of AEP. Simultaneously with our measurements the specialists

of "Kozloduy" NPP registered with help of special apparatus

the microseismic vibrations in foundation of equipment that

was exited by our shock influence on equipment of on its

supports.

The following obligatory stages preceded to tests:

- preparation and concordance of list of safety systems

and equipment for testing;

- detailed study of design documentation;

- visual and tool-making inspection of equipment at

NPP.

The calculations of equipment seismic resistance were

carried out on the base Russian and International standards

and demands [3;4;5 ] .



3. DYNAMIC TESTS AT "KOZLODUY11 NPP.

In period from 16 to 23 April 1995 the tests of

equipment at Unit 6 of "Kozloduy" NPP were carried out by-

specialists of VNIIAM and Atomenergoproject simultaneously.

The following specialists took part in the works:

VNIIAM - Stanislav Kaznovski (Head of group),

Viktor Mitchenkov,

Pavel Kaznovski.

AEP - Yurii Ambriashvili (Head of group),

Valerii Piskarev.

Mr.Boyadjiev, Mr.Milanov, Mrs.Slavcheva, Mr.Rashkov and

other specialists of "Kozloduy" NPP gave great help in

during of the inspections.

Two safety systems were selected for inspection in

result of joint discussions with taking into account of past

inspection at the Unit 5 by specialists of VNIIAM (in 1986-

87) :

- Reserve Diesel-Generator Station;

- Fire-Prevention System.

The following list of technological equipment of these

systems was coordinated.

Diesel-Generator Station.

- Exchangers of water cooling system for cooling of

diesel engine sprayers and drams (Fig.l).

- Exchanger of oil cooling system (Fig.l).

- Compressed air tank (Fig.2).

- Filters for oil cleaning (Fig.3).

- Reserve oil tank (Fig.4).
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Fire-Prevention System.

- Reserve water tank (Fig.5).

- Water feed pump (Fig.5).

- Pump slide-valve with hand drive (Fig.7).

- Pump slide-valve with electric drive (Fig.8).

The common forms of tested equipment are presented on

Fig. 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8.

Results of tests are illustrated on Fig.9 (examples of

vibrograms obtained with help of electro-magnetic

transducers and vibrograph), Fig.10,11 (results were

obtained with help of piezoelectric transducer and tape-

recorder ) .

Experimental values of the first natural frequencies

and decrements of vibrations are presented in Table 1.

List of tested electrical equipment of these systems as

well as the results of their tests are presented in a Final

Report of Atomenergoprojekt Institute (Dr.Ambriashvili).

Table 1.

No.

i—
i

1.

2.

3.

4.

Equipment name

2

Exchanger of
water cooling

Exchanger of
oil cooling

Compressed
air tank

Filter for
oil cleaning

Building

3

Diesel-
Generator
Building
of Unit 6

IT

II

II

Floor

4

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

NPP marking

5

6QE13W01

6QD11W01

6QG11B01

6QD11N01

Frequency,
Hz
6

18.0

.10.0

12.0

"x": 6.2
"y": 9.1

Decrement,
%
1

2.1

0.8

2.9

"x": 1.7
"y": 5.8
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Table 1 (Continuation)

1

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

2

Reserve
oil tank

Reserve
water tank

Water feed
pump

Pump slide-
valve with
hand drive

Pump slide-
valve with
electric drive:
-electric drive
-near pipeline

3

M

Main
Building
of Unit 6

tl

11

11

4

6.00

32.40

28.00

28.00

28.00

5

6QD15B02

6UJ11B01

6UJ11D01

6UJ11S26R

6UJ11S20

6

16.9

"x":24.0
"y":32.0

60.0

30.0

17.5
50.0

7

"x": 5.5
"y": 4.6

4.4

5.3

2.9
5.5

Seismic solidity of tested equipment elements

(supports, bolting, etc.) were determined in process of the

seismic resistance calculations. Floor response spectra were

handed to specialists of VNIIAM by specialists of "Kozloduy"

NPP. Response spectra for levels 0.00 and 30.00 m are

presented on Fig.12,13. Values of permissible stresses are

presented in Table 2.



Admissible stresses (material steel Vsb3sp5) for category 1 of seismic resistance.
Table 2.

Elements
of NPP

Eguipment
and

pipelines

Bolts and
studs

kg/cmz

3430

II

"6.2 „
kg/cmz

1670

•t

Nominal admissible stresses, kg/cm^

[d]=H^/2.6

1320

11

[0>RT2/1.5

1110

11

[<*]W=RT/2

835

ii

Calculation category, kg/cm^

(ds\=i.4[6l

1550

«*s)3w=
=1.4[(T]W

1170

2000

(Os)4w=
=2.2[<5]w

1840

(Ts)s=0.7[d]

780

(?s)s=
=0.7[<5]w

590
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4. EVALUATION OF TESTED EQUIPMENT SEISMIC RESISTANCE.

4.1. Exchanger of water cooling of Diesel-Generator

Station.

Exchanger represents the horizontal cylinder with

spherical bottoms. Length is egual to 2200 mm, external

diameter is egual to 800 mm, weight 1685 kg. Vessel is fixed

on two vertical lamellar supports, thickness of the plates

is egual to 16 mm. Exchanger supports are fastened on

foundation by means of 4 bolts M20.

The common form of exchanger as well as supports design

and principal geometric characteristics are presented on

Fig . 1 .

Shock force was realized in horizontal direction as it

is shown on Fig.l.

The lowest natural freguency is egual to 18 Hz,

logarithmic decrement is egual to 0.021 from critical

value. According to floor response spectra seismic

acceleration g = 0.2go (go= 9.81 m / c 2 ) . Seismic load in mass

centre is egual to 337 kg.

The bolts work on the shear and break. The lamellar

supports work on the bend.

The shearing stress X- bolt = 27 kg/cm2 < [f ] .

The breaking stress £?bolt = 1 0 7 kg/cm 2< [^].

The moment of resistance of support W = 127 cm^.

The bending moment in support M = 26400 kg-cm.

The flexural stresses C s u p = M/2W = 104 kg/cm 2< [6] .

The water cooling exchanger with supports answers to

demands of seismic resistance.
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4.2. Exchanger of oil cooling of Diesel Generator

Station.

Oil cooler (Fig.l) differ from water cooler by length

(4200 mm), weight (3255 kg) and distance between supports

(2100 mm instead of 750 mm) only.

The lowest natural freguency is equal to 10 Hz,

logarithmic decrement 0.008, g = 0.3go, Ss = 980 kg.

Tbolt= 7 8 Kg/™2 < [T]

6bolt= 310 kg/cm2< [6]

6sup =301 kg/cm2< [d]

The oil cooling exchanger with supports answers to

demands of seismic resistance.

4.3. Compressed air tank of Diesel Generator Station.

The tank represents the vertical cylinder with elliptic

bottoms, height 3000 mm, external diameter 1600 mm, weight

2761 kg. Tank is fixed on 3 vertical channel columns

(channel No.20, height 880 mm) with bearing abutments. Each

support is fastened on foundation by means of 2 bolts M14.

The common form of tank with supports is presented in

Fig.2.

During tests the shock force was realised in horizontal

direction on vessel (in mass centre plane) and on channel

column, induction transducer was placed on horizontal

nozzle (Fig.2).

The lowest natural frequency /]_ = 12 Hz, logarithmic

decrement A - 0.029. Seismic acceleration g -̂  0.3go, seismic

load in mass centre is equal to 830 kg.
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The bolts work on the shear and break, the supports

work on doubled bend.

= 9 0 *g/cm2< [T]

= 675 kg/cm2<

wsup = 20.5 cm3

Msup = 24000 kg-cm

^sup = M/ w = 1 1 7 0 kg/cm2< [6]

The compressed air tank with supports answers to

demands of seismic resistance.

At the same time it should be noted that the flexural

stresses ( Ŝup) have sufficiently large value. The

peculiarity of "Kozloduy" NPP floor response spectra

consists in very narrow peaks of accelerations.

For example, for A = 0.02:

- in range of frequencies from 1 to 2 Hz g = 1.6go,

- in range of frequencies from 2.5 to 5 Hz g = 0.6go,

- in field / > 6 Hz g = 0.2f0.3go.

If the corrected response spectra will have more wide

peaks, the flexural stresses in supports will be more than

permissible stresses. The same situation is possible in case

when the lowest natural frequency for some reason or other

will be slightly less than experimental value. In connection

with this it is desirable to increase the stiffness of the

support columns (by change of channels on No.30 or by means

of welding to channel columns of additional vertical rib

stiffeners).
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4.4. Two-chamber filters for oil cleaning of Diesel

Generator Station.

Each filter represents the two parallel vertical

cylinders united between themselves by pipes. The height of

each cylinder is equal to 1450 mm, external diameter is

equal to 740 mm. The total weight is equal to 1225 kg. Each

vessel is fixed on 3 vertical tube supports (height 250 mm,

external diameter 20 mm, wall thickness 5 mm) with

abutments.

The each abutment is fastened on foundation by means of

2 bolts M14.

The common form of filter and test conditions are

presented in Fig.3.

The tests were carried out on the filter No. 2.

The results of tests are following.

In direction of minimum pliability (along the "OX"

axis):

/ l x = 9.1 Hz

Aix = 0.058

g = 0.3go

Ss = 367.5 kg

In direction of maximum pliability (along the "OY"

axis):

/ l y = 6.2 Hz

A i y = 0.017

g = 0.6go

Ss = 735 kg
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For direction of maximum pliability:

- the shearing stress in bolts 'T'bolt = ^0 kg/cm2< [X~\ ;

- the breaking stress in bolts O b o l t = 630 kg/cm2< [d] ;

- the flexural stress in tube supports

d = 240 kg/cm2< [d].

In spite of formally satisfactory results the seismic

resistance of filters in horizontal direction of maximum

pliability (along the "OY" axis) raises doubts for the same

reason that was noted above (see paragraph 3.3).

For utter guarantee we recommend to increase the

stiffness of the supports by one of two following ways:

- To fasten the each vessel to foundation by means of

slipping circular hoop in plane of mass centre of vessel and

inclined rod in plane "OY" between the hoop and foundation

at an angle 45° approximately. The cross-section of rod

(from tube, channel, etc.) not less than 2 cm2. Material of

hoops and rods - ordinary steel.

- To strengthen the tube supports using the tube with

external diameter 100-200 mm and wall thickness 8-10 mm and

foundation bolts M18-M20.

4.5. Reserve oil tank of Diesel Generator Station.

The tank represents the vertical cylinder with elliptic

bottoms, height 2900 mm, external diameter 1616 mm, internal

diameter 1600 mm, weight of hollow tank 1690 kg (without

oil), of filled tank 6600 kg (with oil). Tank is fixed on 3

vertical supports from H-beams No.36 with bearing abutments.

Each abutment is fastened on foundation by means of 4 bolts
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M24. Weight of supports is equal to 1200 kg.

Construction of oil tank is similar to compressed air

tank. The common form of oil tank is represented in Fig.4.

During the tests the shock force was realized in

a horizontal direction on the vessel and on H-beam support,

a transducer is placed on a horizontal tube or on a support

abutment (see Fig.4). In this test we used the piezoelectric

transducer and tape-recorder of AEP Institute. Examples of

tapes and their Fourier analysis are represented in

Fig.10,11.

The lowest natural frequency /]_ = 16.9 Hz.

This value was obtained in result of test of hollow

tank. For filled tank / l f = /lh-^Gh/Gf =8.5 Hz,

where: /jf - the lowest frequency of filled tank,

/'Xh - the lowest frequency of hollow tank,

Gf - the weight of filled tank,

G;h - the weight of hollow tank,

g = 0.3go, Ss = 1980 kg.

The bolts work on the shear and break, the supports

work on the figure-of-S bend,

fbolt = 366 kg/cm2< [T] ,

tfbolt = 3 6 1 kg/cm2< [6],

Msup = V9200 kg-cm,

wsup = ,71-1 CI"3'

6 sup = M/W =1110 kg/cm3< [tf].

The reserve oil tank with supports answer to demands of

seismic resistance nevertheless it is desirable to increase

the resisting moment (W) of supports for the same reason
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that was note above (see paragraph 3.3) because value of

bending stress in supports ( O Sup) i-s sufficiently large.

For example the change of H-beams No.36 on the H-beams No.42

will be enough.

4.6. Reserve water tank of Fire-Prevention System.

The tank represents the thin-walled vertical

cylindrical vessel (Fig.5). Height 4500 mm, diameter 4700 mm,

wall thickness 4 mm, weight of hollow tank 3785 kg, weight

of filled tank 65785 kg.

The tank is fixed by bottom part with help of

supporting ring, as it is shown in Fig.5. Height of ring is

equal to 230 mm, thickness of wall 4 mm, clearance between

ring and vessel 40 mm. The ring is joined with vessel by

means of additional ring in form of truncated cone with

welds (see Fig.5).

The first natural frequencies and decrements in two

orthogonal horizontal directions are equal to:

fix = 24-° H z ^lx = 0.055

/ l y = 32.0 Hz A i y = 0.046

These values was obtained on hollow tank.

For filled tank ffH = /VGhol/Gfil = 0.24/.

/lx fil = 5- 8 Hz, fly f i l = 9.9 Hz.

For the worst case g = 0.5go, seismic load for filled

tank Ss = 33000 kg.

Shearing stress in supporting ring TSup
 = 5 4 kg/cm2< [T] .

The flexural stresses in supporting ring:

M = ^H-Ss = 7.4-10
5 kg-cm (H - vessel height),
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W = 0.8D2cf = 7.4-104 cm3 (D - diameter of ring,

<£ - thickness of wall) .

<5 s u p = M/W = 1000 kg/cm
2.

The stresses in the welded joints have much the same

values.

The reserve water tank answers to demands of seismic

resistance.

4.7. Water feed pump of Fire-Prevention System.

The pump body has the following characteristics: length

700 mm, diameter 350 mm, weight 60 kg.

The electric motor: length 950 mm, diameter 630 mm,

weight 2100 kg.

Pump and electric motor are jointed horizontally on

united axis and are fixed on the common foundation (sizes

2400x1000 mm, height 500 mm) with help of 3 supports: 2

supports between pump body and foundation, the third support

between shaft and foundation. Supports are fixed on the

foundation by means of welding. Pump body is fixed on

supports by means of 4 bolts M20, shaft is fixed on support

No. 3 by means one bolt M18.

The supports have the complicated form of truncated

tetrahedral pyramid (lower section of supports 1 , 2 -

200x135 mm, upper section 200x80 mm, height 405 mm, wall

thickness 10 mm; supports 3 - lower section 155x80 mm, upper

section 80x80 mm, height 230 mm, wall thickness 10 mm) .

Electric motor is fixed with help of 4 bolts M30.

The common form of the pump with electric motor
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represents in Fig.6.

The first natural frequency fi = 60 Hz, decrement

A = 0.044, g = 0.3go.

Seismic load:

pump body - Ss = 18 kg,

electric motor - Ss = 630 kg.

The shearing stress in pump body bolts

T p b =1-5 kg/cm2« [T].

The breaking stress <?pb = 24 kg/cm2< [d] .

The flexural stress in supports 1,2:

Mmax = 4 5 0 0 kg-cm,

W m i n = 1400 cm3,

tfsup max = 3.2 kg/cm2«[tf].

The shearing stress in motor bolts fxab = 32 kg/cm2< [T] .

The water feed pump answers to demands of seismic

resistance.

4.8. Pump slide-valve with hand drive of

Fire-Prevention System.

Pump slide-valve of hoop type with hand drive is

mounted on piping with inside diameter 200 mm, as shown in

Fig. 7. The hoop is fixed on upper cover by means of 4 bolts

M18. Cross section of hoop has a form of two segments with

span 92 mm and height 26 mm. Weight is equal to 100 kg.

/l = 30 Hz, A x = 0.053, g = 0.3go, Ss = 30 kg.

The bolts work on the shear (4 bolts) and on the break

(2 bolts). The posts of hoop work on the bend,

'bolt = 2.9 kg/cm2« [f]T>
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<5bolt = 17.9 kg/cm2 « [tf]

wboop = 5 c m 3

Mhoop = 1 3 6 0 Kg*cm

^hoop = M/2W =113 kg/cm2< [d]

The slide-valve answers to demands of seismic

resistance.

4.9. Pump slide-valve with electric drive of

Fire-Prevention System.

Pipe slide-valve of hoop type has a electric drive that

is fixed cantileverly on the muff in upper part of the hoop.

The total height of the valve is equal to 1400 mm, total

weight is 330 kg. The hoop is fixed on upper flange of valve

by means of 4 bolts M16. The muff is fixed on upper flange

of hoop by means of 4 bolts M16, too.

The bolts work on the shear and break. The hoop works

on bend.

The first natural frequency of valve vessel fiv = 50 Hz,

decrement A ]_v = 0.055. The first natural frequency of

electric drive fi$ = 17.5 Hz, decrement A ]_<j = 0.029.

g = 0.3go, Ss = 100 kg.

Tbolt = 8 kg/cm2 <& [T],

0Tbolt = 4 6 - 2 kg/cm 2<[^],

whoop = 10 CI"3'

Mhoop = 1 1 6 0 kg-cm,

tfhoop = 116 kg/cm2< [6],

The slide-valve answers to demand of seismic resistance.
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5. CONCLUSIONS.

1. In result of dynamic tests at Unit 6 of "Kozloduy"

NPP and posterior calculations the seismic resistance of

responsible types of technological equipment of two safety

system (Diesel-Generator Station, Fire-Prevention System)

was checked-up.

For each term of tested equipment the conclusions about

about seismic resistance as well as necessary recommendations

are presented in the Final Report of VNIIA.M.

Since the tests of electrical equipment of the same

systems were carried out simultaneously by specialists of

"Atomenergoprojekt" Institute one may conclude that seismic

safety of two important safety systems of "Kozloduy" NPP

WWER-1000 type is ensured.

2- In case of correction of floor response spectra the

additional solidity calculations will be necessary only.

3. On the base results of the past tests by specialists

of VNIIAM at the Unit 5 of "Kozloduy" NPP as well as at the

"Yuznoukrainskaya" and "Zaporozskaya" NPPs the full

programme of checking-up and ensuring of technological and

electrical equipment of "Kozloduy" NPP (WWER-type reactors)

can be carried out. For this the additional detailed walk

down at Unit 5, 6 as well as tests of some terms of equipment

and special calculations will be necessary.

These works can be carried out by VNIIAM and A.EP

Institute jointly during 1996.
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MESY-STDD A. Introductory Section 2 - 9 0

Directive: MFERR

11

|MFERR NERR

12

15

This directive can be used in case of modal analysis.

The number of the acting simultaneous excitations is defined. This

directive must be employed in case of the existence of more of one

excitation in the same harmonic in the calculation of the interal

forces/stresses.

NERR: number of simultaneous time history excitations.
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Introduction

According to the working plan of Atomenergoproject the following activities have
been foreseen:

I.

• Analysis of calculated floor response spectra used by
Atomenergoporject (AEP) during the designing of NPP in Kozloduy
and comparison with other spectra recommended for this NPP.

• Analysis of floor response spectrum for the most important
systems (reactor, main coolant loop, electrical systems and etc.).

n.

• Test of some main electrotechnical systems on NPP
"Kozloduy" and comparison with the results of testing on the
platform of AEP.

• Analysis of the results and conclusion on the seismic stability of those
systems.

In the present report the results of the response spectra analysis are given,
as well as the method and some results of the tests of the electrotechnical
equipment which has been identified by the authorities of NPP "Kozloduy" and
which will be analyzed in future according to the results of the test on seismic
platform.



DESIGN FLOOR RESPONSE SPECTRUM FOR UNITS 5 & 6
KOZLODUY NPP.

Units 5 and 6 of KOZLODUY NPP were designed as a standard NPP
WWER-1000, which has been built in the USSR for the last 15 years, on the basis
of standard scheme designs, including the building structures and reactor
building. Designed model was developed on the basis of the working drawings,
the main dimensions are given on Fig.l.

In view of the fact that this type of NPP was planned to be built in various
regions of the USSR and in other countries, calculations have been made of the
set of accelerograms which includes artificial and already known recordings of
earthquakes as Nish, Bucharest, Helena, Santa Barbara etc . Envelope response
spectra of the set of accelerograms are shown on Fig.2. and in Table 1.

The accelerograms and response spectra were adopted on the basis of the
analysis of the seismological, geological, geophysical and others conditions in the
regions where the NPP is to be probability located, in order to obtain the wider
coverage of the amplitude-frequency characteristics of weak and strong
earthquakes, of different epicentral distances for various ground geological
conditions.

The maximum acceleration amplitude of the horizontal oscillations for all
accelerograms were assumed to be 4.0 m/s2 and those of the vertical oscillations
of 2.0 m/s2.

It was assumed that for the calculation of the specific structures the
maximum amplitudes and accelerograms could be standardized and adopted as
follows:

Intensity level 9 8 7 6 5
Max. acceleration
m/sec2 4.0 2.0 1.0 0.5 0.25

With this approach, and subject to allowance for a wide range of dynamic
characteristics of earthquakes, it is possible, with some degree of error, to
dispense with taking separate account of the influence of the special ground
properties of the sites and of amplitude and phase shift frequency characteristics
in case of weak and strong earthquake. The vertical component in this case is
assumed to be equal to the half the horizontal.

Material properties.

The following material properties were employed for the soil and
reinforced-concrete structures:

SOIL

-Velocity of longitudinal wave - 1500m/sec;
-Velocity of transverse wave - 600m/sec;



STRUCTURES

-Module of elasticity E= 3 10/7 kN/m3
-Poissons ratio - 0.2
-Specific gravity - 25 kN/m3
-Damping
(percent of critical) D = 5 %

On Figure 2 you can see the envelope response spectra for 3 sets of
accelerograms calculated on the maximum acceleration of 0.2 g.

1. Calculated envelope response spectrum from 10 sets accelerograms were
defined by the Academy of science in 1984. It was used in AEP's and Siemens's
works for the dynamic analysis of interaction of the reactor buildings for 5 types
of soil: soft, medium, hard, soft-rock and medium-rock (curve 1).

2. Calculated envelope response spectra used by Siemens for calculations of the
5th and 6th NPP's block hi Kozloduy in the frame of benchmark project for soft
and hard soils (curve 2).

3. Standard envelope response spectra unified NPP WWER-1000 recalculated to
0.2 g for medium soil (curve 3).

As it follows from the diagrams, if those spectra are used for the analysis of the
5th and 6th blocks of NPP "Kozloduy", we can make a conclusion on seismic
stability of NPP "Kozloduy", taking into consideration that the whole project was
fulfilled for 0.1 g, but now the seismicity of the site is determined as 0.2 g. It
is reasonable to say that many of technological and electrotechnical systems were
calculated for interactions considerable exceeding 0.1 g and it is confirmed by our
analysis of main coolant loops and electrotechnical systems tests on NPP
"Kozloduy". It will be mentioned below.



On Figures 3 and 4 you can see the envelope floor response spectrum received
by using the standard set of accelerograms in calculations of unified NPP WWER-
1000 ( Maximum acceleration is 0.4 g).

The values of the envelope floor response spectra for standard set of
accelerograms (a= O.lg) for the elevations of 24.6, 36.6 and 45.6 m , i.e. the level
of concentrations of the most important equipment, are listed in tables 2, 3, 4, 5,
6 and 7.

On Figure 5 there are the horizontal envelope floor response spectra for the
elevation 36.6m (damping = 2%) for accelerorgams (see Fig.2) and response
spectrum implemented for the design of the reactor and main coolant loops.

Analyzing the data on Figures 3, 5 and Tables 3 and 4 it should be said the
following:

Supports of the reactor is on the elevation of 24.6 m and formally should be
projected onto the spectrum according Table 4 for NPP "Kozloduy" , i.e. peak
of spectrum is 1.0 g.

In this case, according to our data, forces on snubbers of the steam generator is
about 180 t, and on main pump is 80 t. But it is known that on steam generator
there are 8 snubbers of 450 t each, and on the main pump there are 5 snubbers
of 170 t each.
Consequently, that the reactor unit is designed for more than 0.2 g, and it is
confirmed by diagram 3 on Fig.5. It is well to bear in mind that the load on
snubbers was design of damping 1%, and diagram 4 on Fig. 5 is for 2 %.
Therefore our calculations shows that the reactor unit has high level of protection.

In case of using of SEEMENS's data for the hard soil of Diagram 1 of Fig. 5, the
reactor unit requests the enforcement (Benchmark Report. Article 16).

According to the calculations fulfilled by the software programs STRUDYN, and
SASSI for the soft soil (the diagrams 4 and 5) some units of the reactor also
should be checked, because eigenfrequences main coolant loops with snubbers and
without it are as follows:

Without snubbers:

0.80
11.00

8.80
14.00

2.20
15.00

9.70
17.00

2.
17

11
18

,50
.00

With

.70

.00

8.25
18.00

snubbers:

12.60
18.40

8.
22

13
22

60
.00

.40

.00



Conclusions on the first part of the present report:

1. For NPP" Kozloduy" the similar analysis should be done for all main
systems before the development of the new seismic safety systems.

2. For the detailed analysis of the seismic stability of NPP "Kozloduy" the
data of calculations and testing NPPs which are available in AEP, VNIIAM and
in other Russian Institutions should be used.

II.

The purpose of the second part of the report is the implementation of the
works of investigations of seismic stability of electrotechecnical and technological
equipment.

The work includes two tasks:

• Carrying out the test of some main equipment on NPP
"Kozloduy" and fulfillment analysis of the analogous test on
the seismic platform with the purpose to evaluate the seismic
stability of the equipment under conditions of the expected
earthquake for NPP "Kozloduy".

• To evaluate and make analysis of the difference in the results
of the tests carried under natural conditions and on the
seismic platform.

By nowadays the test of the equipment in NPP "Kozloduy" has been completed
and the results are processing.

On the agreement with the authorities of NPP "Kozloduy" within the period from
April 17 till 23, 1995 the team of specialists of AEP fulfilled the test of the main
electrotechnical fire protection equipment and diesel-generator.
A number of cabinets were selected for the tests: 3 cabinets RT30, 2 cabinets
ABP, 2 cabinets TKEP and Diesel generator cabinet. Organization of the test is
shown below.

It is necessary to emphasize that all tested cabinets had good quality of assembling
and design decision in respect of seismic safety: the cabinets are connected in the
rows with each other and with the wall of the department by the metal joints
Elevation of the cabinets of fire protection unit is 20.4 m.

Test method and the analysis of the results are based on static and impulse
effects.

1. Review of all cabinets are carried out and the list of equipment which, to



our opinion, should be tested, will be drawn up.

2. Preparation of the measurement instruments , including:
- 4-channel magnitograph for signals record
- 2-channel amplifier
- three high sensitive accelerometers.

3. Preparation of the cabinet for the tests:
assembling the measurement instruments: accelerator
magnitograph - microphone (for record of sound information of the
tests);
determination of the effect levels for qualitative record of the signal.

4. Carrying out the trial tests by static and impulsive methods.

5. Performance of the analysis of the results with application of special
digital-to-analogue converter, set of soft-ware for PC-386.
If the results are positive, the tests will be carried out as follows:

one sensor records the vibration of the foundation of the cabinet, the
second one is moved in the cabinet in the areas of the instruments of
it which, to our opinion, is most important.
vibration is excited by static loads or by impulsive loads (impact of
the special hammer in the foundation of the model)

6. In the results of the tests and processing of the PC's records we obtain the
following graphic and digital data:

vibrations of each effect in the foundation of the cabinet and of the
instrument in the cabinet;

amplitude-frequency characteristics of the points;

transfer functions of the points.

7. If there are floor response spectra, the calculated sintetic accelerogram and
accelerograms as a reaction on the floor response spectrum by the transfer
function of the cabinet in the zone of the instrument setting.

8. The level of seismic stability of the instruments and the cabinet is
determined by accelerogram or response spectrum using the results of vibrations
testing of instruments

9. Such method is a standard one. The use of the light tests equipment and
instruments and PC allows to obtain graph and digital data operationally for
creation of the conclusion on seismic stability.



Some test results for unit 5 of NPP "Kozloduy" are presented on Fig.6,7,8.

From these data it is evident that the tested fire protection cabinets TKEP
have high level of seismic protection.

On the completion of the whole complex of the works and processing of the
results the conclusions on seismic stability will be presented on the whole scale of
the tests of the electrotechnical items of unit 5 of NPP "Kozloduy".

Y.K.Ambriashvili



Table of acceleration

f(Hz)

a m/sec2

0 3.0

0 13.0

Table 1

7.0 30.0

13.0 4.0

Table of acceleration
(Horizontal Direction)

Table 2
Elevation 45.6m.

f(Hz)

a m/sec2
STNPP*

Kozloduy
NPP

0

0

0

3

32

8

4

120

30

6

120

30

12

42

10.5

30

18

4.f

ST NPP-standard NPP

Elevation 36.6m. Table 3

f(Hz)

a m/sec2

STNPP

Kozloduy
NPP

0

0

0

4

15

4

6

55

14

12

55

14

16

20

5

30

7

2



Elevation 24.6m Table 4

f(Hz) 0 1.5 2 10 16 30

am/sec2 0 13 40 40 16
STNPP

Kozloduy
NPP 0 3 10 10



Table of acceleration

(Vertical Direction)

Elevation

f(Hz)

a m/sec2
STNPP

Kozloduy
NPP

45.6m.

0

0

0

2

10

2.5

4

50

12.5

8

50

12.5

12

10

2.5

30

6.0

1.5

Table 5

Elevation 36.6m.

f(Hz)

a m/sec2
STNPP

Kozloduy
NPP

0

0

0

10

40

10

16

40

10

Table 6

30

4.0

1.0

Elevation 24.6 Table 7

f(Hz)

a m/sec2

Kozloduy
NPP

0

0

0

4

25

6.25

14

25

6.25

20

10

2.5

30

2.0

0.5
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7.0

Figure 2. Envelope response spectrum (maximum acceleration ,
0.2g, damping factor- 5%)

1- from 10 sets of accelerograms defined by the Academy of
sciense in 1984.

2- for Units 5 and 6 Kozloduy NPP

3- for Unified NPP WWER-1000
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Figure 3. Envelope designed floor response spectrum for
Unified NPP WWER-1000 (maximum acceleration
0.4, damping-2%) (Horizontal Direction)

Points: 1- Elevation —45.6 m.
2- Elevation —36.6 m.
3- Elevation —24.6 m.
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Figure 4. Envelope design floor respons spectrum
for Unified NPP WWER-1000(maximum
acceleration 0.2g, damping-2%) (Vertical Direction)

Points: 1- Elevation —45.6 m.
2- Elevation —36.6 m.
3- Elevation —24.6 m.
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Fig. 5 Envelope • floor response spectra. Reactor section.
Elevation 36.6 m. Maximum acceleration 0.2g. D=2%.
Unified NPP WWER-1000.

1- SIEMENS-Kozloduy-hard soil.
2- AEP-SIEMENS-12 set of accelerogram for soft,soft

layered, medium, medium layered and hard soil.
3- AEP-10 set of accelerogams defined by the Academy of

Science in 1984-medium soil.
4- For calculation of the reactor and main coolant loops.
5- SIEMENS-Kozloduy-soft soil
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Fig.6 Impact load
Diesel generator.Operating Control Cabinets.
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Fig. 7 Relays reaction of impact load.
Diesel generator.Operating Control Cabinets.
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Fig. 8 Response accelerogram on the relay of free Held
seismic excitation.
Diesel generator. Operating Control Cabinets.
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F I N A L R E P O R T

ON RESEARCH CONTRACT NO 7438/R1/EN

1 November 1994-31 October 1995

1. INTRODUCTION

In this contract final report are summarized the carried out researches and obtained results

presented in :

* First progress report [1] for the period 1 November - 30 April 1995 - sent to IAEA on 20

April 1995;

* Second progress report [2] (1 May - 1 August 1995) sent to IAEA on 4 August 1995;

* Third progress report (2 August - 31 October 1995) - The obtained results are summarized

in this report and are presented to NPP Kozloduy and Swiss partners.

The circumstances in alternation the contract program concerning the testing were discussed

with Mr. A. Gurpinar (IAEA) and are explained in [1] part 1. The experimental investigations

for verification of the obtained results were discusses in St. Petersburg Benchmark RCM (19 -

23 June 1995) and shall start in November 1995 - continuing in 1996.

Some problems for upgrading of the reactor containment prestressing which are related with

large laboratory and technological testing, iniciated in this contract, are realized by separate

contract between NPP Kozloduy and the Building Research Institute - Sofia.

2. DESCRIPTION OF RESEARCH CARRIED OUT

The present investigations were carried out in close cooperation with Switzerland research

team : Stussi & Partner, Basler & Hofmann and Resonance SA. The general coordination was

in the frame of the IAEA Benchmark Research program.

The following analyses were parformed:

2.1. Defining terms of references, criteria, design parameters and methods for analysis

* 1000 MW units 5 and 6 containment presterssing - load combination;

* Steel and concrete characteristics of the structures;

* Containment loads;

* Conceptions and parameters for defining the additional prestress losses in containment at

LOCA;

* 1000 MW veltilation steel chimney - 102.5 m
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2.2. Developement of 3D and 2D mathematical models for diesei generator stations

one, two and three cases :

* Criteria and desing parameters

* Seismic analyses

2.3. Supports and anchorages analyses and seismic capacity estimation for :

* Main loop puping - supports of the steam generators SG 1 - SG4

and main coolant pumps MCP1 - MCP4 (fig. 1)

* Main loop piping - snubbers of SGI - SG4 and MCP1 - MCP4 (fig.2)

* Pressurized loop 1 piping - hangers, snubbers, shafts and supports (fig-3)

* Hydroacumulator piping - hangers (fig.4)

* TQ 22 piping system - hangers, snubbers and transitions (fig-5)

* TQ 23 piping system - hangers, snubbers and transitions (fig-6)

2.4. Methodology for verification of component anchorages

2.4.1. General principles

* For seismic capacity estimation are applied the principles and methodology proposed in [6];

* Failure modes evaluation and inelastic capacity demand ration, Fu and the corresponding

ductility ratio u. are interpreated only for ela stic stage - for higher safety;

* The strenght of the concrete B40 and steel are guaratied from the Bulgarina standarts and

laboratory control testing. The concrete in situ is with higher strenght, but in analyses are

applied the code design characteristics;

* The static capacity is based on code specified yeild capacity with reduction factors for

flexure, tension, compresion and respective combinations;

* For higher safety, the 1.7 times increase of the allowable normal stresses was not applied.

2.4.2. Methodology for verification of component anchorage

The component anchorage is of great importance for the seismic response and safety of

equipment systems and components. The equipment anchorages were verified for adequate

strenght and base stiffness.
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The anchorages of the support plates in concrete, as well as the fixing of the snubbers and

other element to the support plates were verified by analyses of the weldings. The seismic

adequacy of the equipment anchorage has been defined by:

a.) Inspections of anchorages by analyses of drawings, walkdown and detailed inspections for

defining :

* type of anchorages (RT), size and location;

* visual check of instalation adequacy and quality;

* embedment lenght (RL) and gaps between plate and concrete;

* spacing - bolt to bolt and between anchorages (RS);

* concrete strenght (RF) and conditions - cracks (RC);

* equipment base stiffness and strenght, anchorage and structural load path.

b.) Determination the allowable capacity (Pall) of the anchors from the nominal (Pnom) and

reduction factors defined in a.)

Pall = 0.5 Pnom (2.1)

c.) Determination the seismic anchor loads for each direction of motion

This is done by Stussi & Partner [4,5].

d.) Calculation of the combined seismic load (CSL) on each anchor for the three directions by

SRSS rule,

e.) Combination of the loads (CL) for each anchorage in the three direction

CL= 1.0 W + 1.0 T°+ 1.0 CSL (2.2)

where: W - weight; T° - tempeture; CSL - combined seismic load,

f.) Calculations of the combined seismic loads by SRSS for each direction,

g.) Comparision of the seismic capacity loads of the anchores to the total anchore loads.

These comparisions have been performed by two methods [6] and [8] as follows :

According to [6]:

conservative V / Vail + P / Pall <= 1.0 (2.3)

unconservative(V / Vail)2 + (P / Pall)2 <=1.0 (2.4)

more realistic P/Pall<=1.0 V/Vall<=0.3 (2.5)

and 0.7 P /Pall + V/Vall<=1.0 for 0.3 <= V/Vall<=1.0 (2.6)

For welds: (P/Fw)2 + (V/Fw)2 <= 1.0 (2.7)

Fw - allowable load for the weld
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According to [8]:

The anchoring bars have to be calculated for bending moment (M), axial forse (N) and shear

force (Q) by the following expresion :

A - V .
A a n - (2.8)

where :

Aan - the total cross section area of the anchoring bars in the most tensioned row,

Nan - the biggest tension in the same anchoring row, calculated by:

Nan = M / z + N/n a n (2.9)

Qan - shear force in the same anchoring row, determined by :

Qan = (Q-0 .3N' 3 n ) /n a n (2.10)

N'an - is the biggest compression in one anchoring row given by:

N'an = M / z - N / n a n (2.11)

The terms in the expressions (2.8), (2.9), and (2.10) are as follows :

M, N and Q - bending moment, axial and shear force, respectively, which are acting on

the anchor. The moment is determined for axis, which is in the plane of the outside surface of

the steel plate and is passing through the center of the weight of all anchoring bars.

nan - number of anchoring rows in the direction of the shear force.

z - distance between the last two rows

X - coefficient, which for ordinary concrete B12.5 - B50 is calculated by :

4 . 8 0 * ^
(212)0.15^)^

Rb and Rs are allowable resistances of the concrete and the reinforcement in Mpa;

Aani - area of the cross section of one bar (in cm2), in the most loaded anchoring row.

P - coefficient, which for ordinary concrete is p = 1.0.

The coefficient 5 - is determined by :

5 > = 0 A 5 ( 213)

where :co = 0.3 Nan / Qan for N'an >0.0

co = 0 .6N/Q for N'an<=0.0
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If in the anchoring bars there is not tension, 5 =1.0

The cross section area of all rows is taken equal to those, in the most loaded one.

In expressions (2.9), (2.10) and (2.11) the axial force is possitive (tension), if it is directed

outside of the concrete.

If the forces Nan, N'an and Qan, determined by (2.9), (2.10) and (2.11) are negative (<0.0), than

in expressions (2.8), (2.10) and (2.13) they are taken as zero. Besides, if Nan is negative, in

experession (2.10) instead of "N'an" is taken "N".

When the anchor is placed on the upper surface of the element, the coefficient A, is reduced

with 20 % and "N V is taken equal to zero.
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3. RESULTS OBTAINED

For analyses of structures were prepared term of reference, criteria, design parameters and

methods for analysis of:

* Containment prestressing;

* Ventilation steel chimney;

* Diesel generator buildings (DGB)

The seismic safety of DGB was investigated by 3D and 2D mathematical models.

3.1. Terms of reference, criteria, design parameters and methods for analysis of

containment prestressing NPP Kozloduy 1000 MW units 5 and 6

3.1.1. Containment prestressing

a.) Load combination (LC)

al.) Load - normal operation (LCI):

LCI = DL + 0.8 LL + CrDW + 0.95 Sw + 0.9 WL (3.1)

a2.) Additional loads - operational occurences (LC2) :

LC2 = CrDW + 0.30 CrLL (3.2)

where :DL - dead load; LL - live load; WL - wind load Sw-snow load

CrDW = 600 t (crane dead weight)

CrLL = 700 t (crane live load)

a3.) Additional loads - accident conditions (LOCA) :

LC3= Ip + T °C (3.3)

Ip = 50 t/m^ (internal pressure);

T = 150° C - internal temperature for 10 hours.

a4.) Sesmic load combination (SLC)

SLC1 =L1 +SL_2

= DL + 0.8 LL + CrDW+ O 8 S w + A l W L + SL_2 (3.4)

SLC2 =L1 +L2 + SL_2

= DL + 0.8 LL + CrDW + 03 CrLL + 08 Sw +_O3. WL + SL_2 (3.5)

SL + LOCA = S L C l + I p + T ° C

- DL + 0.8 LL + CrDW + 0.8 Sw + 0.3 WL + SL_2 + Ip + T °C (3.6)
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3.1.2. Steel and concrete characteristics

a.) Steel :

steel bars, plates and angles AI : Rsn = fy = 235 Mpa, Rs = fa = 225 Mpa

Rsn = fy = 410MPa Rs = fa = 375 Mpa

Ro.i = 0.86 Rsn Ro.2 =0.88 Rsn

Rsn =1360 Mpa Rs = 1110 Mpa

Rsn = 14000 kN Rs=10 000kN

Ro.i = 0.61 Rsn Ro.2 = O.7Rsn

steel bars class A III :

Es=210 000Mpa

steel 6 5 mm class B II :

cables (450 05) :

Reduction : Rs = 0.85 x 10 000 = 8500 kN E = 0.85 x 2.0 106 = 1.7 106 Mpa

b.) Concrete B40 :

compresion : Rbn = fu = 29 MPa

tension : Rbtn = fu = 2.10 Mpa

Rb = fa = 22 Mpa

Rbt = fa= 1.4 Mpa

3.1.3. Containment loads

a.) Dead load: DL + prestressing from tendons at Rs = 10 000 kN

b.) Crane loads :

CrDW = 700 t - two horizontal and vertical components

CrLL = 600 t ,

CrLL = 0.0 for horizontal seismic components (Flexible hanging)

CrLL = 0.3 x 600 for vertical component only

c.) Snow load (Sw) :

Sw=0.7 kN/m2

d.) Wind load :

Wn=Wm AzCel, (3.7)

where : Wm = 0.48 kN/m2 - loading for NPP Kozloduy region

Az is factor for wind velocity 40<h<60 m : Az=1.6;

Cel =K1 CP (fig.3.1 -3.3)

dl.) For cilindrical part (level 41.40 - 67.45)

h l / D = 0.4 forCp>0 Kl=1.0

for 0° < 'p' < 35 o (fig.3.3) CP go down from 1.0 to 0.0 Wn=0.768 kN/m2
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for 35 o < ' p ' < H5 o (flg.3.3) C|3 go down from 0.0 to -1.2 Wn= -0.805 kN/m2

for 115 ° < 'p' < 180 0 (fig.3.3) Cp = - 0.4 Wn= -0.266 kN/m2

d2. For dome of the containment

Az=1.7 for 60 < h < 70 Ce2 = -0.5 for f / d = 1/6 from fig.3.3

Wn = 0.48 x 1.7 x -0.5 = -0,404 kN/m2

e.) LOCA conditions - temperature 150 °C for 10 hours

3.1.4. Conceptions and parameters for defining the additional prestress losses

in containment at LOCA

a.) LOCA conditions :

Preasure increase for one hour to 50 t/m2

Temperature increase from 20 °C to 150 °C for 10 hours

Crane is not in operation

b.) Additional prestress losses in the tendons should be calculated [9] from :

bl.) brief shrinkage in concrete 40 MPa

b2.) creep in concrete 15 % reduction 0.85 <3bP

b3.) steel relaxation :

BII 0.0012 AtsoSp A III 0.0010 AtsaSp

b4.) differences of the deformation

in steel and concrete ( as t - a.bt ) Ats Es ps

a s l 10 "6 C "' = 12.5 for AIII = 12.0 for B II

a * 10"6C"' = 9.75; Es= 200 000 Mpa; ps=0.95

b5.) y, = 1.1 - load coefficient for °T

b6.) Rigidity of cross section at reversable bending moment (simplified)

(3.8)

M
1 _ M 0.95 0_9 Nlol

r hoz AsEs (q>f + 0.9)bh0Eb v h0EsAs

z = 0.97^,0, = 0.97 M/N t o t (3.9)
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Kot - total normal force with prestressing

(Pbi = 0.85 - short duration creeping in concrete

cp b2 = 1-0 short duration temp effect

(3 b = 0.9 for t=70 °C in the cross section center of gravity

v = 0.65 for short duration °T effects

EM = 0.9 Eb = 0.9 x 35 000 MPa

Est = 0.7 Es - 0.7 x 190000 Mpa at t=70 °C; v = 0.4

c.) Lenghtening of the axis in each zone should be calculated by computer

or bv simplified analysis with reduced cross section rigidity (Bred)

Bred = B + (Bl - B) cpm (3.9)

B - rigidity with cracks from (3) and (4)

Bl - rigidity without cracks

(pm = exp(- (M-Mcr)/ (1.25 Mcr)) (3.10)

atM>=2.5Mcr : q>m = 0; Bred = B;

Sred,t = £ti; (l/r)red,t = ( l / r )u

M, Mcr - max M and M in perpendicular direction

The relative lenghtening of the axis :

Sred,t = SU + (8 t2 - SU) (pm (3.11)

8t2 and 8U - lenghtening without and with cracks respectively

3.1.5. Ventilation steel chimney (102.5 m)

a.) Load combination

LC1= LI = DL + 0.8 LL + 0.95 Sw + 0.9WL + 0.95 T°C (3.12)

-30 °C < T°C <+40 °C

SLC2 = DL + 0.8 LL + 0.90 Sw + 0.3WL + 0.95 T°C + SL-2 (3.13)

b.) Loads specification

* Dead load (DL) - weight of the structure should be determined from the drawings

* Live loads LL = 2.0 kN/m2 for chimney platform

* Snow load (Sw) Sw = 0.7 kN/m2 for the region of NPP Kozloduy

* Wind load (WL) - WL = Wn + Wp,n , and wind resonance W res

bl.) Wn = mean (static) wind component

Wn = Wm SRz C - similar to containment 2.1.3.d
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b2.) Wp,n = wind pulsation (dynamic) component

Wp,n = m £, r\ y

£, = dynamic coefficient determined by fig.3.5, depending of 8 :

\AWm
( 3 l 4 )

where :

m - mass; Wm = 0.48 kN/m2; fl - first mode of natural vibration

y - horizontal displacement at level "z" in modes of natural vibration (fig.3.4)

r\ - coefficient, defined after deviding of the chimney on to "r" parts, with constant

wind loading as follows :

- — (3.15)t
k = 1

Wpn,k = Wn q v (3.16)

Wn is determined for "k" -th part; q - coefficient of pulsation f(h) - from table;

v - coeficient for pulsation space correlation; f(s)- from table

c.) Wind resonance if fl < fl = 4.3 Hz

Intensity of the aerodynamic force:

F(y,t) = F(y) sin cot (3.17)

F(y) = Focc(y) (3.18)

Fo = amplitude of the aerodynamic force on the top of the chimney

Fo = 0.0002 Va2dl (3.19)

a(y) = relative ordinate for first mode of natural vibration

co = 27r/Tl [rads"1]

V a = 5 d l / T l [ m / s ]

Yres(y) = 0.8 (71 / 5) Yst(y) (3.20)

Mres(y) = 0.8(7r/5)Mst(y) (3.21)
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Design Y(y), M(y)

Tlr~X • r T ^ / - A ' T ' / " A l 2 (3.22)

(3.23)

(3.24)

(.y) = J Z [ M , - . ^ ( ^ ) ] 2

3.2. Developement of 3D and 2D mathematical models for Diesel Generator Stations

On the basis of the drawings and a walkdown of the building, was defined a detailed "AS

BUILT" space (3D) mathematical model of the structure.

The model consists of:

756 nodes with 6 degree of freedom;

641 shell elements for modelling of walls;

493 shell elements for modelling of foundation, floor and roof slabs;

42 frame elements for modelling of steel columns and reiforced concrete beams;

18 solid elements for modelling of the three DG foundations.

On fig.3.7 is shown the complete model of the structure. The mesh of one of the floor slabs is

shown on fig.3.8.

The mass of the elements is lumped in thier nodes automatically by the program. The mass of

the cranes and other technological loads is modelled by concentrated masses in the respective

joins.

Soil-structure interaction and embedment are represented in two variants - finit elements and

spring constants.

From the computing analyses was defined, that the stresses in the steel and concrete are 3 - 4

times smaller than the alowable. This fact can be explained by original design of the DGB for

powerfull explosions in the air.

3.3. Seismic safety of the reactor containment and ventilation steel chimney

a.) Reactor containment
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Building Research Institute (BRI), in cooperation with NPP Kozloduy, after laboratory and 'in

situ" testing of the containment prestressing tendons, components and elements established,

that the prestressing force for each tendon is 10 000 kN, and the calculated rupture force is

14000 kN. During construction and control prestressing of the tendons in units 5 and 6, it was

found, that the controlled forces in some tendons are smaller than the design (10 000 kN), or 2

times less than the calculated rupture forces. This is due to technological circumstances.

Detailed analitical investigations were needed for capacity assessment and improving of the

prestressing technology.

The investigations carried out by NPP Kozloduy, BRI and Swiss partners are coordinated in

the frame of the IAEA Benchmark Program.

BRI has prepared term of referencrs, criteria, design parameters and methods for analyses

given in part 2 of this report.

Swiss partners performed the containment capacity assessment and monitoring system for

prestress controlling.

Improvement of the prestressing tendons and step by step replacement the existing tendons is

in progress and will continue in the future cooperation between the three organizations in the

IAEA Benchmark program.

b.) Ventilation steel chimney

The steel velntilation chimney of unit 5 and 6 are not safety related structures, but they might

fall over the containment, the turbine hall of diesel generator buildings if they have not

resistance capacity.

From the analyses of the chimney [4] is shown, that for OBE level without wind effects, the

safety coefficient is about 1.3, but for SSE level the upper most truss bars would buckle first,

because the stress values are 1.6 times the buckling stress for these bars. This should produce

buckling in the chimney pipe, and can be assumed, that a large part of the chimney could fall

down over some of the neighbouring building.

Before to take a decision for preventive measures, the calculations have to be verified by

experiments, which are planned by IAEA and ISMES - Italy.

3.4. Seismic capacity estimation and verification of the support anchorages

The adequate anchorage is one of the most important problems for the seismic safety of the

technological systems and components. If the equipment and systems are not properly
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anchoraged, they should slide, overturn or move with significant damages, which can produce

accidents.

More than 130 anchorages of the main equipment (steam generators, main cooling pumps),

piping systems (supports, snubbers, hangers, shafts, transitions) were analyzed and verified by

the methodology described in part 2 of this report, usihg the reaction forces from weight,

temperature and seismic excitation (table 1) calculated from Swiss partners [5].

Some of the final results for seismic safety of snubber anchorages in main coolant pumps and

steam generators are given in tables 2 and 3, for support anchorages - in table 4 and 5.

From the last two columns of tables 2 - 5 is obvious, that the seismic safety coefficient (ratio

between the real capacity of the anchorage and the calculated from expected maximal

earthquake) for the anchorages are very high - more than 7 times for the snubbers and more

than 2.8 times for the supports. Those results are due to the following factors:

* The equipment and supports are unified and calculated for a maximum seismic excitation

corresponding to 0.40 g (I = IX - MSK scale). The seismic loadings are calculated for seismic

excitation refered to 0.20 g peak ground acceleration (I = VIII - MSK scale).

* The supports and anchorages for given type are also unified and designed for the max

expected loadings (weight, thermal, seismic). The respective calculated loadings are smaller

than the maximum ones (table 1).

The less seismic safety coefficient, of the main coolant pumps supports (min 2.8 times - table

5), compared with those, of the steam generator supports (min 5.2 times - table 4) can be

explained by complicated temperature effects, which are modelled at some assumptions, which

need additional investigations - taking into consideration the processes of deformations and

displacements during temperature changes.
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Table .1.

main loop-piping: max. support reaction forces and moments (N /.Km)
* + •****•*•*» 1

SI /25 .04 .95

support_sg4 013: -Fz Seismic Max. 0.3082E+06 (12.83 s) Min. -0.2709E+06 (20.79 s)
Thermal D.5202E+05
Weigth -0.2381E+07

-Mx Seismic Max. 0.1863E+06 ( 7.61 s) Win. -0.1920E+06 (20.46 s)
Thermal -0.1955E+Q5

[ Weigth 0.1555E+07
-My Seismic Max. 0.39S3E+06 (12.84 $) Min. -0.3652E+06 (20.78 s)

Thermal 0.7 440E+06 %
-0.27 51E+07

support_sg4_0l4: -Fz Seismic Max. 0.3102E+0S (12.83 s> Min. -0.2740E+06 (17.28 s)
Thermal 0.4654E+06
Weigth -0.2366E+07

-Mx Seismic Max, 0.3630E+06 ( 5.34 s) Min. -0.3454E+06 ( 7.43 s)
Thoxmal O.tOHSiOfl
Weigth -0.1429E+07

-My Seismic Max. 0.2244E+06 ( 3.85 s) Min. -0.3286E+06 (12.83 s)
Therroal -0.4235E+06
Weigth •? 0.2803E+07

support_mcp4_031: -Fz Seismic Max. 0.9132E+05 (21.06 s) Min. -0.1045E+06 (20.27 s)
Thermal 0.6535E+0 5
Weigth 0.5545E+06

-Mx Seismic Max. 0.1037E+06 (20.27 s) Min. -0.9588E.+05 (21.06 S)
Thermal -0.6861E+06
Weigth -0.5822E+06

-My Seismic Max. 0.552SE-07 (11.21 s) Min. -0.7087E-07 ( 5.87 s)
•Eh«tmsi O.00O0E+00
W 0.OQOOE+00

support_mcp4_032: -Fz Seismic Max. 0.1776E+06 (20.20 s) Min. -0.1882E+06 ( 4.79 5)
Thermal -O.S500E+06
Weigth -0.6924E+06

-Mx Seismic Max. 0.19765+06 ( 4.79 s> Min. ~0.}865E+Q6 (2.0.20 s)
Thermal 0.8927E+06
Weigth ? 0.7272E+06

-My Seismic Max. 0.5016E-07 ( 3.75 s) Min. -0.7762E-07 ( 3.77 s)
S O.COOOE+00

o.ccoos+oo

support_ir,c;.-4_033; -Fz Seismic Max. 0.1S4.6E+06 ,.49 s) Min. -0.2206E+06 ( 4.83 s)
Thermal -0.77 62E+06
Weigth 0.3893E+06

-Mx Seismic Max. 0.231"E-C6 ( 4.8S s) Min. -0.1938E+05 ( 4.49 S)
Thermal 0.813 IE--
Weigth -0.4G93E-^vo

-My Seismic Max. C.S-"" ';>C7 ( 4.34 s) Min. -0.9999E-07 ( 5.46 s)

3) Min. -0.2815E+06 (20.79 r.

wan. -O.2526E+06 (21.27 s)

Min. -0.3128E+06 (20.79 S)

support_sgl_085: -Fz Seismic Max. 0.353~'
Thermal 0.52C:-
Weigth -o.23r._

-Mx Eciofflie Ite. 0.3020'- •
Thermal C.49~3i-'
Weigth -0.1360E+C:

-My Seismic Max. 0.4005E+05
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Table 2 Seismic safety of the SNUBBER ANCHORAGES in 1000 MW units 5 and 6

No

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

M A I

Elem

No

37

38

39

40

41

109

110

111

112

113

181

182

183

184

185

253

254

255

256

257

N C O O L A N T P

Snubber

name

MCP4

MCP4

MCP4

MCP4

MCP4

MCP1

MCP1

MCP1

MCP1

MCP1

MCP2

MCP2

MCP2

MCP2

MCP2

MCP3

MCP3

MCP3

MCP3

MCP3

Max

Axial

Force

[kN]

201

201

296

193

115

191

213

320

143

117

202

206

299

190

117

186

213

312

170

117

Force

ang'e

[°]

76

37.5

45

—

—

76

37.5

45

—

—

76

37.5

45

—

—

76

37.5

45

—

—

U M P i5 (MCP)

Design Forces

Nd

[kN]

195

122.6

210

193

115

185

130

227

143

117

196

126

212

190

117

181

130

222

170

117

Qd

[kN]

48.2

159

210

—

—

46

168

227

—

—

48.5

163

212

—

—

44.6

168

222

—

—

Md

[kNm]

7.23

23.82

31.52

—

—

6.88

25.24

34.08

—

—

7.27

24.41

31.84

—

6.70

25.24

33.23

—

—

needed

reinforcement

per row in

direction

X-X

[cm2]

1.96

3.67

5.07

0.944

0.562

1.86

3.88

5.48

0.70

0.57

1.97

3.76

5.14

0.929

0.572

1.815

3.88

5.36

0.831

0.572

Y-Y

[cm2]

2.31

4.25

5.90

1.13

0.675

2.18

4.49

6.38

0.84

0.69

2.32

4.36

5.98

1.12

0.69

2.135

4.49

6.23

1.00

0.69

Safety

Coefficient in

direction

X-X

times

20.47

10.95

7.93

42.61

71.52

21.66

10.36

7.33

57.71

70.29

20.41

10.69

7.82

43.29

70.30

22.15

10.36

7.50

48.38

70.30

Y-Y

times

20.88

11.35

8.18

42.61

71.52

22.10

10.74

7.57

57.72

70.29

20.82

11.08

8.07

43.29

70.30

22.60

10.74

7.74

48.38

70.30
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Table 3 Seismic safety of the SNUBBER ANCHORAGES in 1000 MW units 5 and 6

No

21

22

23

24

25

26

27

28

29

30

31

32

33

34

35

36

S T E

Elem

No

19

20

21

22

91

92

93

94

163

164

165

166

235

236

237

238

A M G E N E R

Snubber

name

SG4

SG4

SG4

SG4

SGI

SGI

SGI

SGI

SG2

SG2

SG2

SG2

SG3

SG3

SG3

SG3

Max

Axial

Force

[kN]

317

447

428

350

383

455

454

424

321

446

429

359

385

359

441

424

A T O R S (SG)

Needed

Reinforcement per

row in direction

X-X

[cm2]

1.86

2.62

2.51

2.05

2.25

2.67

2.67

2.49

1.88

2.62

2.51

2.11

2.26

2.11

2.59

2.49

Y-Y

[cm2]

0.93

1.31

1.25

1.03

1.12

1.33

1.33

1.24

0.94

1.31

1.26

1.05

1.13

1.05

1.29

1.25

Seismic Safety

Coefficient

in direction

X-X

times

43.24

30.67

32.03

39.17

35.80

30.13

30.19

32.33

42.71

30.74

31.95

38.18

35.61

38.18

31.08

32.33

Y-Y

times

43.24

30.67

32.03

39.17

35.80

30.13

30.19

32.33

42.71

30.74

31.95

38.18

35.61

38.18

31.08

32.33
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Table 4 Seismic safety of the SUPPORT ANCHORAGES in 1000 MW units 5 and 6

S T E A M G E N E R A T O R S U P P O R T S (SGS)

No

37

38

39

40

41

42

43

44

Elem
No

13

14

85

86

157

158

229

230

Support
name

SG4S

SG4S

SG1S

SG1S

SG2S

SG2S

SG3S

SG3S

Applied forces

N
[kNl

-1553

-1591

-1507

-1567

-1538

-1612

-1561

-1615

Mx-x
[kNm]
1942

2293

2159

1825

1952

2265

2141

1797

My-y
[kNm]
3894

3554

3838

3881

3870

3561

3771

3789

needed
reinforcement per
row in direction
X-X

L [cm2]
48.11

59.18

55.63

44.16

48.53

58.06

54.52

42.78

Y-Y
[cm2]
8.52

5.23

8.74

8.21

8.55

4.98

7.41

6.76

Safety
Coefficient in

direction
X-X
times
6.40

5.20

5.53

6.97

6.33

5.30

5.64

7.19

Y-Y
time
54.2

88.3

52.8

56.2

54.0

92.8

62.3

68.2

Table 5 Seismic safety of the SUPPORT ANCHORAGES in 1000 MW units 5 and 6
M A I N C O O L A N T P U M P S

No

45

46

47

48

49

50

51

52

53

54

55

56

Elem
No

31

32

33

103

104

105

175

176

177

247

248

249

Support
name

MCP4S

MCP4S

MCP4S

MCP1S

MCP1S

MCP1S

MCP2S

MCP2S

MCP2S

MCP3S

MCP3S

MCP3S

Max
Axial
Force

[kN]
104

188

220

86

184

209

119

193

216

110

167

208

Needed
Reinforcement per
row in direction

X-X
[cm2]
0.763

1.379

1.613

0.631

1.349

1.533

0.873

1.415

1.584

0.807

1.225

1.525

Y-Y
[cm2T
0.763

1.379

1.613

0.631

1.349

1.533

0.873

1.415

1.584

0.807

1.225

1.525

Seismic Safety
Coefficient
in direction

X-X
times
5.93

3.28

2.80

7.17

3.35

2.95

5.18

3.19

2.85

5.60

3.69

2.96

Y-Y
times
5.93

3.28

2.80

7.17

3.35

2.95

5.18

3.19

2.85

5.60

3.69

2.96
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4. CONCLUSIONS DRAWN

4.1. The joint research program carried out by Swiss team (Stussi & Partner, Basler &

Hofmann, Resonance SA), NPP Kozloduy and Building Research Institute Sofia is coordinated

in the IAEA Benchmark program and is founded on :

a.) Investigations of the most important safety related structures, systems and components;

b.) Investigations of the seismic safety problems, which are not investigated from other

organizations;

c.) Coordination of the research with other participants in Benchmark program and using their

data:

* floor response spectra from Siemens (Mr, N. Krutzick) and CLSMEE ( Mr. Kostov);

* additional data for systems from Atomenergoproject - Moskow;

* Data and clasifications form Westinghouse, Stevenson & Ass, EQE.

4.2. Terms of references, criteria, design parameters and methods of analysis are based on:

a.) IAEA and Benchmark program recomendations;

b.) Russian and Bulgarian normes and regulations applied during the design, construction and

exploatation of the units.

4.3. The following main conclusions related within the seismic safety of 1000 MW units 5 and

6 are drawn:

a.) From the laboratory and "in situ" testing of containment prestressing tendons, was defined,

that the bearing capacity in some tendons are reduced 50 %, because of technological

circumstances. Neverless the reduced capacity, the analyses caried out by Basler & Hormann

(Switzerland) [4] have demonstrated, that the seismic safety of the containment correspond to

the reqirements. New technology and tendons should be developed by separate program

between NPP Kozloduy and Building Research Institute.

b.) The monitoring system for controlling tendons prestressing have to be improved.

c.) According to Resonanse AC (Switzerland) analyses, the ventilation steel chimney [4] is safe

for seismic level OBE = SL1 = 0.10 g, but the chimney could be destroyed at SSE = SL2 =

0.20 g and can damage some of the neighbouring buildings.

d.) The seismic safety analyses af the Diesel Generator Buildings (DGB) carried out by

Building Research Institute shows high resistance capacity, and even the impact of the

colapsed chimney should not destroy DGB roof.
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The terms of references, criteria and methods for analyses of the chimney, prepared by BRI are

very conservative and decision for eventual upgrading of the chimney should be discusses after

experimental verification planned form IAEA and ISMES - Italy.

e.) The safety coefficient for the equipment supports anchorages in the concrete are higher

than 5.0, only in some main cooling pump supports this coefficient is around 2.5. In those

cases, the support reactions from load combinations with temperature effects need more

datailed investigations.

f.) Some of the analytical results will be verified in 1996 by the results from the experiments

planned from IAEA and ISMES.

g.) NPP Kozloduy and BRI will propose additional program for experiments paralel with

ISMES experiments.

31 October 1995

Sofia

Principal Investigator i .^-^ .^Ah^.W^. \

/Prof. S. Sachanski/
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Introduction

According to the working plan of Atomenergoproject the following activities have
been foreseen:

I.

• Analysis of calculated floor response spectra used by
Atomenergoporject (AEP) during the designing of NPP in Kozloduy
and comparison with other spectra recommended for this NPP.

• Analysis of floor response spectrum for the most important
systems (reactor, main coolant loop, electrical systems and etc.).

II.

• Test of some main electrotechnical systems on NPP
"Kozloduy" and comparison with the results of testing on the
platform of AEP.

• Analysis of the results and conclusion on the seismic stability of those
systems.

In the present report the results of the response spectra analysis are given,
as well as the method and some results of the tests of the electrotechnical
equipment which has been identified by the authorities of NPP "Kozloduy" and
which will be analyzed in future according to the results of the test on seismic
platform.



DESIGN FLOOR RESPONSE SPECTRUM FOR UNITS 5 & 6
KOZLODUY NPP.

Units 5 and 6 of KOZLODUY NPP were designed as a standard NPP
WWER-1000, which has been built in the USSR for the last 15 years, on the basis
of standard scheme designs, including the building structures and reactor
building. Designed model was developed on the basis of the working drawings,
the main dimensions are given on Fig.l.

In view of the fact that this type of NPP was planned to be built in various
regions of the USSR and in other countries, calculations have been made of the
set of accelerograms which includes artificial and already known recordings of
earthquakes as Nish, Bucharest, Helena, Santa Barbara etc . Envelope response
spectra of the set of accelerograms are shown on Fig.2. and in Table 1.

The accelerograms and response spectra were adopted on the basis of the
analysis of the seismological, geological, geophysical and others conditions in the
regions where the NPP is to be probability located, in order to obtain the wider
coverage of the amplitude-frequency characteristics of weak and strong
earthquakes, of different epicentral distances for various ground geological
conditions.

The maximum acceleration amplitude of the horizontal oscillations for all
accelerograms were assumed to be 4.0 m/s2 and those of the vertical oscillations
of 2.0m/s2.

It was assumed that for the calculation of the specific structures the
maximum amplitudes and accelerograms could be standardized and adopted as
follows:

Intensity level 9 8 7 6 5
Max. acceleration
m/sec2 4.0 2.0 1.0 0.5 0.25

With this approach, and subject to allowance for a wide range of dynamic
characteristics of earthquakes, it is possible, with some degree of error, to
dispense with taking separate account of the influence of the special ground
properties of the sites and of amplitude and phase shift frequency characteristics
in case of weak and strong earthquake. The vertical component in this case is
assumed to be equal to the half the horizontal.

Material properties.

The following material properties were employed for the soil and
reinforced-concrete structures:

SOIL

-Velocity of longitudinal wave - 1500m/sec;
-Velocity of transverse wave - 600m/sec;



STRUCTURES

-Module of elasticity E= 3 10/7 kN/m3
-Poissons ratio - 0.2
-Specific gravity - 25 kN/m3
-Damping
(percent of critical) D = 5 %

On Figure 2 you can see the envelope response spectra for 3 sets of
accelerograms calculated on the maximum acceleration of 0.2 g.

1. Calculated envelope response spectrum from 10 sets accelerograms were
defined by the Academy of science in 1984. It was used in AEP's and Siemens's
works for the dynamic analysis of interaction of the reactor buildings for 5 types
of soil: soft, medium, hard, soft-rock and medium-rock (curve 1).

2. Calculated envelope response spectra used by Siemens for calculations of the
5th and 6th NPP's block in Kozloduy in the frame of benchmark project for soft
and hard soils (curve 2).

3. Standard envelope response spectra unified NPP WWER-1000 recalculated to
0.2 g for medium soil (curve 3).

As it follows from the diagrams, if those spectra are used for the analysis of the
5th and 6th blocks of NPP "Kozloduy", we can make a conclusion on seismic
stability of NPP "Kozloduy", taking into consideration that the whole project was
fulfilled for 0.1 g, but now the seismicity of the site is determined as 0.2 g. It
is reasonable to say that many of technological and electrotechnical systems were
calculated for interactions considerable exceeding 0.1 g and it is confirmed by our
analysis of main coolant loops and electrotechnical systems tests on NPP
"Kozloduv". It will be mentioned below.



On Figures 3 and 4 you can see the envelope floor response spectrum received
by using the standard set of accelerograms in calculations of unified NPP WWER-
1000 ( Maximum acceleration is 0.4 g).

The values of the envelope floor response spectra for standard set of
accelerograms (a= O.lg) for the elevations of 24.6, 36.6 and 45.6 m , i.e. the level
of concentrations of the most important equipment, are listed in tables 2, 3, 4, 5,
6 and 7.

On Figure 5 there are the horizontal envelope floor response spectra for the
elevation 36.6m (damping = 2%) for accelerorgams (see Fig.2) and response
spectrum implemented for the design of the reactor and main coolant loops.

Analyzing the data on Figures 3, 5 and Tables 3 and 4 it should be said the
following:

Supports of the reactor is on the elevation of 24.6 m and formally should be
projected onto the spectrum according Table 4 for NPP "Kozloduy" , i.e. peak
of spectrum is 1.0 g.

In this case, according to our data, forces on snubbers of the steam generator is
about 180 t, and on main pump is 80 t. But it is known that on steam generator
there are 8 snubbers of 450 t each, and on the main pump there are 5 snubbers
of 170 t each.
Consequently, that the reactor unit is designed for more than 0.2 g, and it is
confirmed by diagram 3 on Fig.5. It is well to bear in mind that the load on
snubbers was design of damping 1%, and diagram 4 on Fig. 5 is for 2 %.
Therefore our calculations shows that the reactor unit has high level of protection.

In case of using of SIEMENS's data for the hard soil of Diagram 1 of Fig. 5, the
reactor unit requests the enforcement (Benchmark Report. Article 16).

According to the calculations fulfilled by the software programs STRUDYN, and
SASSI for the soft soil (the diagrams 4 and 5) some units of the reactor also
should be checked, because eigenfrequences main coolant loops with snubbers and
without it are as follows:

Without snubbers:
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.00
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.00
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Conclusions on the first part of the present report:

1. For NPP" Kozloduy" the similar analysis should be done for all main
systems before the development of the new seismic safety systems.

2. For the detailed analysis of the seismic stability of NPP "Kozloduy" the
data of calculations and testing NPPs which are available in AEP, VNIIAM and
in other Russian Institutions should be used.

II.

The purpose of the second part of the report is the implementation of the
works of investigations of seismic stability of electrotechecnical and technological
equipment.

The work includes two tasks:

• Carrying out the test of some main equipment on NPP
"Kozloduy" and fulfillment analysis of the analogous test on
the seismic platform with the purpose to evaluate the seismic
stability of the equipment under conditions of the expected
earthquake for NPP "Kozloduy".

• To evaluate and make analysis of the difference in the results
of the tests carried under natural conditions and on the
seismic platform.

By nowadays the test of the equipment in NPP "Kozloduy" has been completed
and the results are processing.

On the agreement with the authorities of NPP "Kozloduy" within the period from
April 17 till 23, 1995 the team of specialists of AEP fulfilled the test of the main
electrotechnical fire protection equipment and diesel-generator.
A number of cabinets were selected for the tests: 3 cabinets RT30, 2 cabinets
ABP, 2 cabinets TKEP and Diesel generator cabinet. Organization of the test is
shown below.

It is necessary to emphasize that all tested cabinets had good quality of assembling
and design decision in respect of seismic safety: the cabinets are connected in the
rows with each other and with the wall of the department by the metal joints
Elevation of the cabinets of fire protection unit is 20.4 m.

Test method and the analysis of the results are based on static and impulse
effects.

1. Review of all cabinets are carried out and the list of equipment which, to



our opinion, should be tested, will be drawn up.

2. Preparation of the measurement instruments , including:
- 4-channel magnitograph for signals record
- 2-channel amplifier
- three high sensitive accelerometers.

3. Preparation of the cabinet for the tests:
assembling the measurement instruments: accelerator
magnitograph - microphone (for record of sound information of the
tests);
determination of the effect levels for qualitative record of the signal.

4. Carrying out the trial tests by static and impulsive methods.

5. Performance of the analysis of the results with application of special
digital-to-analogue converter, set of soft-ware for PC-386.
If the results are positive, the tests will be carried out as follows:

one sensor records the vibration of the foundation of the cabinet, the
second one is moved in the cabinet in the areas of the instruments of
it which, to our opinion, is most important.
vibration is excited by static loads or by impulsive loads (impact of
the special hammer in the foundation of the model)

6. In the results of the tests and processing of the PC's records we obtain the
following graphic and digital data:

vibrations of each effect in the foundation of the cabinet and of the
instrument in the cabinet;

amplitude-frequency characteristics of the points;

transfer functions of the points.

7. If there are floor response spectra, the calculated sintetic accelerogram and
accelerograms as a reaction on the floor response spectrum by the transfer
function of the cabinet in the zone of the instrument setting.

8. The level of seismic stability of the instruments and the cabinet is
determined by accelerogram or response spectrum using the results of vibrations
testing of instruments

9. Such method is a standard one. The use of the light tests equipment and
instruments and PC allows to obtain graph and digital data operationally for
creation of the conclusion on seismic stability.



Some test results for unit 5 of NPP "Kozloduy" are presented on Fig.6,7,8.

Such method was used for the test of electrical and technological equipment of
NPP Kozloduy as well as for some other NPPs. The test results of electotechnical
fire protection systems, diesel generator, transformer and etc. are shown on Fig.
10 - 39.

Maximum acceleration of the equipment which could be during the expected
earthquake on NPP Kozloduy is compared with the maximum level of acceleration
during normal operation of the same type of the equipment. It is known that all
main components have been designed on maximum acceleration equal 0.15 g
within the range of frequencies 2 - 20 Hz on the support of the components.

Data analysis shown on Fig. 5, 10 - 39 indicates that all systems tested by our
Company on NPP Kozloduy have high level of seismic stability.

CONCLUSIONS

1. NPP Kozloduy was designed on 0.1 g (see Tables 2, 3, 4);

2. Maximum acceleration of the designed spectrum and new spectrum which
are recommended now within the range of frequencies 2.5-20 Hz are equal (see
Tables 3, 4, 5 and Fig.5 curve 5).

3. Acting reactor and primary loop are seismic stable.

4. All tested by our Company equipment of NPP Kozloduy is seismic stable.

.Ambriashvili
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Table of acceleration

f(Hz)

a m/sec2
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Table 1
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Table of acceleration
(Horizontal Direction)

Table 2
Elevation 45.6m.

f(Hz)

a m/sec2
ST NPP*

Kozloduy
NPP

0

0
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3

32

8
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6
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ST NPP-standard NPP

Elevation 36.6m. Table 3

f(Hz)

a m/sec2

STNPP

Kozloduy
NPP
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14
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5
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7
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Elevation 24.6m Table 4

f(Hz) 0 1.5 2 10 16 30

a m/sec2 0 13 40 40 16
STNPP

Kozloduy
NPP 0 3 10 10



Table of acceleration

(Vertical Direction)

Elevation 45.6m. Table 5

f(Hz)

a m/sec2
STNPP
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0
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a m/sec2
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0

0

0
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Table 6
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Elevation 24.6 Table 7

f(Hz)

a m/sec2
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0

0

0
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1-

Figure 2. Envelope response spectrum (maximum acceleration ,
0.2g, damping factor- 5%)

from 10 sets of accelerograms defined by the Academy of
sciense in 1984.

2- for Units 5 and 6 Kozloduv NPP

3- for Unified NPP WWER-1000
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Figure 3. Envelope designed floor response spectrum for
Unified NPP WWER-1000 (maxiinum acceleration
0.4, damping-2%) (Horizontal Direction)

Points: 1- Elevation —45.6 m.
2- Elevation —36.6 m.
3- Elevation —24.6 m.
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Figure 4. Envelope design floor respons spectrum
for Unified NPP WWER-1000(maximum
acceleration 0.2g, damping-2%) (Vertical Direction)

Points: 1- Elevation —45.6 m.
2- Elevation —36.6 m.
3- Elevation —24.6 m.
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Fig. 5 Envelope • floor response spectra. Reactor section.
Elevation 36.6 m. Maximum acceleration 0.2g. D = 2%.
Unified NPP WWER-1000.

1- SIEMENS-Kozloduy-hard soil.
2- AEP-SIEMENS-12 set of accelerogram for soft,soft

layered, medium, medium layered and hard soil.
3- AEP-10 set of accelerogams defined by the Academy of

Science in 1984-medium soil.
4- For calculation of the reactor and main coolant loops.
5- SIEMENS-Kozloduy-soft soil
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Fig. 6 Free field design seismic excitation.
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Fig. 7 Free field design respons spectrum.
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Fig.10 Seaction of Control Cabinets RT to
impact load.
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Fig. 12 Reaction of Control Cabinets to the floor
accelerogram.
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Fig. 13 Reaction
load.

of transfojrmar TC3A "to the impact
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Fig. 14 Amplitude-freguece characteristic of transformer
TC3A. Upper part.
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Fig. 15 Reaction of transformer TC3A "to the floor
aocelerograi.
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Fig.16 Reaction of Cabinets NC II to the impact load
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Fig.18 Reaction of Cabinet
accelerogram.

NC 11 to the floor
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Fig. 19 Reaction of Cabinet;
i m pa c t 1 oa d.

KRU KABC to the
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Fig. 21 Reaction of Cabinet KRU KASC to the tloor
acceierogram.
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Fig. 22 Reaction Relays o.f KRU KA6C to bha
i o a d .
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Fig 24 Reaction of Relays of KRU KA6C to the
floor accelerogram.
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.£.25 Diesel genera-tor. Reaction o± Cabinets 3HA- 14-00
to the impact load.
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Fig.27 Reaction of relays EPU-2U36 SHA-140 0
t-o "the floor accelerogram.
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Fig. 28 Reaction of upper part, of Stabilise 3TS-2H
"to the impact load.
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F i g 30 Reaction of upper part of Stabiliser STS-2M
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Fig. 33 React,:!.on of vessels to the tioor acctil erograi.
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Fig.34 Cabinet HTSO-69. Reaction of Belay RP-256 ULCH
to "ttie impact load.
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Fig.36 Cabinet RTSO-69. Reaction of Relay RP-256
ULCH to the floor accelerogram.
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Fig 37 Cabinet TKEP SH-6. Reaction oi
to the impact, load.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Within the scope of the IAEA "Co-ordinated Research Programme on Benchmark

Study for the Seismic Analysis and Testing of WWER-Type Nuclear Power Plants"

for a part of the main steam line of KOZLODUY NPP UNITS 5/6 (VVER 1000) an

earthquake analysis is performed. In this report the available data basis to

the investigations and additional assumptions are documented. The procedure

for the analyses is described as well as calculation results are discussed.

From the first period of the IAEA-programme floor response spectra are

available as seismic input for components like the main steam line. The floor

response spectra correspond to the seismic input of the maximum earthquake

level for Kozloduy with horizontal peak ground acceleration of 2 m/s^ and

an annual probability of exceedance 1 * 10~V It conforms to the safety

level SL-2 earthquake according to IAEA safety guide /I/ and also corresponds

to the safe shut down earthquake (SSE).

The informations on structural material, geometry, mass and operational

conditions are taken from blue-prints and from additional documents.

The calculations for this report are established by different computer codes

following the German standard of the nuclear technical committee (KTA, /2/)

and the ASME-Code /3/ respectively. For the maximum earthquake level of

Kozloduy (SL-2) in the sense of KTA and ASME-Code service level D is assumed

to be relevant. This conforms to load group L3 (accident conditions) of the

IAEA safety guide.

Additional to the common global analysis of the pipe maximum local stresses

are analyzed. In the steam generator wall near one of the nozzles the maximum

stresses are calculated using WRC /4, 5/. With a refined 3-D finite element

model the detailed stress distribution is evaluated for one of the tees at

the steam collector.
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The calculated stresses are less than the Class 2 and Class 1 limits for

service level D given in the Codes. For the piping system the utilization

is 57 Z for Class 2 and 46 1 for Class 1. According to the detailed analyses

for the SSE load combination (service level D) the utilization of the tee is

52 Z and the one of the steam generator wall near nozzle is 32 Z.

Regarding the assumed prestress of the spring supports the force rate for the

springs under SSE is less than 87 %.

The anchor forces at the decoupling point in the wall should be superimposed

with the ones of the adjoining pipe which is not investigated in this report.
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2. DATA BASE

For the calculations different informations are available:

isometric view of the primary circuit (Figure 1)

plan view of the primary circuit within the containment including pipe

dimensions (Figure 2)

detail drawings of the steam collector (Figure 3 - 5 )

characteristics of the spring anchors (Figure 6, Table 3)

tables of-material data

additional information from Bulgaria on operation conditions

(temperature, pressure), geometry and boundary conditions

The detail drawings are not supplied completely with dimensions. Therefore

some dimensions are best estimated out of the drawings. The piping material

is assumed to be ferritic which is important for the evaluation of allowable

stresses. The weight of insulation is estimated, too. In Table 1 the used

cross section data as well as the distributed masses are comprehended.
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3. PROCEDURE OF ANALYSIS

The primary circuit of the NPP VVER 1000 consists of four loops (Figure 1)

and is situated within the containment at a level of up to 35 m. One of the

four main steam lines, line no. 2, is chosen for the earthquake analysis.

The part of the piping system close to the steam generator starts with the

steam collector (630 x 25, length 11.34 m) which is connected with the steam

generator wall by 10 small pipes 219 x 16 fixed to the generator wall by

short nozzles with reducer. The branches at the collector (630 x 25) are

reinforced. On the free length of the main steam line (630 x 25) until its

fixed point at the wall of the containment it is supported by 5 spring

anchors (e. g. Figure 6). The free length is about 41 m. At the steam

generator snubbers are installed to prevent horizontal movements. As a worst

case assumption for loads due to restrained temperature displacements the

steam generator is chosen to be axially fixed under the closed end of the

steam collector. Decoupling for analysis of the described piping system

between steam generator and fixed point at the containment wall is in

accordance with mechanical decoupling criteria, as e. g. stipulated in the

KTA/2/. Therefore the investigations are limited to this part of the main

steam line (Figure 7), decoupled from the remaining primary circuit.

For the calculations two different FE-models (beam model for global pipe and

shell model for local tee) are established.

The calculation model for the global behaviour of the piping system contains

the complete system between steam generator and fixed point at the wall of

the containment. The known loads of normal operation are calculated in

addition to earthquake load. They are combined in a different way for

assessment of strength of the pipe itself and as input for the strength

analysis of anchors as well as of nozzles.

According to the Codes (/2/, 131) for the piping system stresses due to

restrained free end temperature displacements are classified secondary and

therefore have not to be considered for the SSE load combination.
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Stresses are calculated for the load combinations:

dead load (DL) + internal pressure (P, global + local)

temperature expansion (T)

dead load + internal pressure ± SSE

On the other hand for calculation of resulting actions on anchors and on

nozzles the forces due to restrained temperature displacements shall be

implied .

Action forces on anchors and nozzles are calculated for the load

combinations:

dead load + internal pressure (global) + temperature expansion

dead load + internal pressure (global) + temperature expansion ± SSE

Because the design of the branches does not comply with the design rules of

the KTA 121 or the ASME-Code /3/ the applicability of the stress intensity

factors of these codes is not sure. Thus for the tee at the steam generator

with the greatest stress resultants from the global analysis a detailed

stress analysis is established using a 3-D FE-model with shell elements as

the second FE-model.

Additional to the stress analysis for the pipe maximum stresses in the steam

generator wall near nozzles are evaluated using the KTA 121 and WRC-Bulletin

The stresses are checked for a Class 2 component. Within this research

programme the piping system with its global behaviour is also checked for a

Class 1 component. Additionally, the difference will be shown in the results

(part 5).
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4. MECHANICAL ANALYSIS BY FE-CALCULATIONS

4.1 Piping System

For the global analysis of the piping system the computer code R0HR2 is used

/6a/. A geometry plot of the calculation model is shown in Figure 8. Besides

the beam elements for the straight pipe the special piping additionals like

flexibility and stress intensity factor of bends, reducers and tees are

regarded. The flexibility of the 10 conical nozzles in the cylindrical wall

of the steam generator are calculated separately. Spring elements are

introduced into the beam model of the pipe to account for these

flexibilities. Vertical spring elements account for the 5 spring anchors

between steam collector and fixed point at the wall of the internal

structure. The masses are lumped on the structural nodes of the model

according to their real distribution.

With this FE-model the known load cases of normal operation as well as the

dynamic earthquake loads are analyzed. For the spring anchors a prestress

concept is chosen so that under dead load no vertical displacements occur for

the pipe at the spring supports. For prestress the fixed point at the

containment wall as well as the connections to the steam generator act as

supports.

Design conditions are 297°C temperature and 80 bar internal pressure.

Operation conditions are 280°C temperature and 67 bar internal pressure.

Considering the internal pressure, additional to the portion of the vessel

formulae the stresses according to global extension are regarded.

Pipe stresses from dead load and internal pressure are calculated for

superposition with the ones from earthquake load.

For the performance of strength of the different anchors and of the nozzles

stress resultants are calculated from deadload, global expansion according to

internal pressure, earthquake and additional from thermal expansion. For the

worst case assumption that the steam generator is axially fixed under the

closed end of the steam collector the nozzle displacements according to

temperature expansion of the steam generator grow with distance of the

nozzles from the fixed point of the steam generator.
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During the first period of the IAEA benchmark studies different sets of the

floor response spectra were produced for the Kozloduy NPP VVER 1000 (Jordanov

/7/, Rostov /8/ and Krutzik 191). They all use as input the stated maximum

earthquake level (SL-2 EQ) for Kozloduy with horizontal peak ground

acceleration of 2 m/sz and an annual probability of exceedance of 1 * 10" .

The seismic input for the chosen part of the main steam line is taken from

/10/. The spectra (damping D = 2 X) for the three dimensions of space are

documented in Figure 9 assuming that they represent one component

respectively. They are regarded to envelope all 16 supporting points of the

piping system. Uniform excitation is applied for all piping supports. In a

refined analysis multi support excitation should be applied presumed the

response spectra of the steam generator and of the internal structure as well

as containment wall differ significantly.

All calculations are linear, applying the response spectrum modal analysis

for full dynamic analysis of earthquake excitation. The responses to

excitation of the three spacial directions are superimposed by the SRSS-ruIe

including missing mass correction for higher modes to get the resulting

earthquake response.

4.2 Nozzles, tees

Additional to the stress analysis for the pipe including reducer as well as

short nozzle at the steam generator maximum stresses in the steam generator

wall near nozzles are evaluated using Welding Research Council (WRC)-

Bulletins (/4/, 15/) for the applied mechanical loads and KTA /2/ for

internal pressure. The nozzle with the maximum applied external loads from

the global pipe analysis is chosen for this assessment.
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Because the tees at the steam collector do not agree with the design rules of

the KTA and of the ASME-Code, a refined 3-D FE-modei with shell elements is

generated tc investigate linearly the stress distribution for combined static

loading by internal pressure as well as forces and moments acting on the

branch. Figure 10 shows the geometry plot of the 3-D FE-model developed by

the Finite-Element Code NISA /6b/.

The set of applied external loads is chosen from the global pipe analysis.

The calculated stresses can be compared with the ones of the global pipe

analysis with a used stress index according to ASME-Code.
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5. RESULTS

For earthquake design of the investigated piping system global stability and

integrity is requested. The anchors are responsible for the global stability.

Integrity is proved by limitation of the stresses in the pipe itself.

Following the codes (HI, /3/) to reach these two aims different loads have

to be combined for the pipe itself and for the anchors as described in part 3

of this paper.

Stresses in the pipe are calculated for the load combinations

dead load (DL) + internal pressure (P, global + local)

temperature expansion (T)

dead load (DL) + internal pressure (P) ± SL-2 EQ (SSE)

Anchor loads are calculated for the load combinations

dead load + internal pressure (global) + temperature expansion

dead load + internal pressure (global) + temperature expansion ± SL-2

EQ (SSE)

The different load combinations correspond to different service levels

(Design, A respectively D according KTA or ASME) which normally correspond to

load groups LI respectively L3 according to the IAEA Safety Guide /I/ and

therefore different stress limits are applicable.

5.1 Free vibrations

The analysis of the free vibrations which results in mode shapes and modal

parameters is the basis for the investigation of the dynamic load cases like

earthquake. Looking at the floor response spectra (Figure 9) the frequency

range up to 20 Hz is sufficient to be regarded in the earthquake analysis.
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The modal parameters of the first 15 modes with frequencies between 2.9 Hz

and 26.7 Hz are reproduced in Table 4. The modes of the frequencies below

10 Hz are shown in Figures 11 to 17.

The first mode with a vibration frequency of 2.9 Hz corresponds to motions in

the vertical direction with deformations of the vertical spring anchors.

In the second mode with a frequency of 3.2 Hz the pipe between the collector

and the fixed point at the containment wall moves in horizontal direction.

Deformations of the collector appear for frequencies greater than 7 Hz and

are dominant in the modes of 13.3 Hz and 16.8 Hz.

5.2 Stress analysis

With the stresses and reaction forces from the global static and dynamic

mechanical analysis assessment of integrity of the pipe and of strength of

the anchors is possible. From the stress resultants acting on the nozzles at

the steam generator and on the tees of the collector the most unfavourable

sets are chosen to calculate the stresses in the steam generator wall near

nozzles and the detailed stress distribution at the tee with the means

described in 4.2.

Assessment of the integrity is established by checking the calculated

stresses with the allowable stresses. Using the given temperature dependent

tensile strength Su (Rm) and yield strength Sy (Rp 0 2* respectively

0.2 I strain limit) the design stress intensity value is determined according

to the ASME-Code for Class 1 and for Class 2 pipings. Material data and

stress intensity values are summarized in Table 2. The characteristic values

for the spring anchors are shown in Table 3.

Maximum stresses in the piping system according to earthquake load

combination are summarized in Table 5.1. The design internal pressure P = 80

bar is conservatively used.

The stress rates from Class 2 and Class 1 check of the pipe are equal or less

than 57 Z for Class 2 and 46 2 for Class 1 for the earthquake load

combination.
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The maximum stress results of the detailed analyses for the collector tee and

near nozzle in the steam generator wall are documented in Tables 5.2 and 5.3

considering normal operation (service level A/B) as well as SSE-load

combination (service level D). For classification of local membrane stresses

according to operation pressure (P = 67 bar) + mechanical loads dead load

(DL) and restrained thermal expansion (Tm) as primary stresses Pĵ  the

stress rate for service level A/B is 98 Z (241 / 246) of allowable stress due

to ASME-Code and 89 I (241 / 270) of allowable stress due to KTA-rule. The

calculated stresses are dominated by the pressure term.

The increase of primary stresses according to SSE is small (14 N/mm2). Thus

the sum of local membrane stresses 255 N/mm2 (52 %) is considerably less than

the allowable stress intensity of 491 N/mm2 for service level D.

The calculated distributions of intensities of membrane stresses (PL) and

membrane + bending stresses (P^ + Q) are shown in Figures 18 to 22

according to P, P + DL + Tm and P + DL + Tm + SSE for P = 80 bar. These

conservative values are reduced by multiplying the pressure part by 67/80 to

get the calculated stresses given in Table 5.2.

For the steam generator wall (t = 150 mm) near nozzle the stress result is

dominated by the pressure term, too. Thus for service level A/B (P = 67 bar)

the stress rate is 64 I (158 / 246) of allowable stress due to ASME-Code and

59 I (158 / 270) due to KTA-rule. For the load combination SSE the stress

utilization is less than 35 I.

Table 6.1 gives the calculated reaction forces for fixed point at containment

wall which should be compared with allowable forces, unknown to the authors.

In Table 6.2 for the spring anchors L3 to L7 calculated forces of prestress

and of the two load combinations A/B, D are compared with the given maximum

force. The maximum rate is less than 87 1. It appears for anchor L5 the

displacement and force results of which are summarized in Table 6.3.
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6. CONCLUSIONS

The analysis of the main steam line of VVER 1000 NPP Kozloduy is based on

design data as well as on assumptions for missing data which are details of

material, geometry and masses.

Assessment of strength globally for the pipe and detailed for the wall of the

steam generator and for the tee at the collector is established according to

the ASME-Code and KTA respectively for Class 1 and Class 2 components. For

the maximum earthquake level (SL-2 EQ) of Kozloduy service level D (IAEA load

group L3) is assumed to be relevant. The seismic input is taken from 1101

which is one response spectrum for each direction of space.

Under the described conditions the investigated part of the main steam line

is assessed to remain stable and integer during an earthquake. Strength of

material at local discontinuities (tees, nozzles) is predominated by the

pressure term of normal operation.

The earthquake response would decrease using the more convenient response

spectra for A X instead of 2 X damping.
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Table 1. Geometry, mass

Pipe section

1

2

3

4

5

Do x t x t i n s

[mm]

630x25x100

219x16x60

251x32x60

337x23x60

455x30x60

pipe

372.2

79.9

172.5

177.7

308.0

mass (kg/m)
insulation

35.8

8.2

9.1

11.7

27.0

vapour

11.6

1.2

1.2

2.9

5.0

sum

419.6

89.3

182.8

192.3

340.0

Table 3. Characteristics of the spring anchors

S - No.

L3

L4

L5

L6

L7

.Pmax/N

66500

81600

66500

33320

66500

Umax/mm

70

70

70

70

70

k / N/mm

950

1166

950

476

950

PD / N

26680

32390

38380

9860

30460

= prestress under dead load
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Table 2 . Material data and basic allowable stress-intensity values

Temp

Rm

Rp0

<*t*

sm

s /

sA

/ MPa

.2 /

10 6 /

/ MPa

MPa

/ MPa

c

MPa

K

54

34

0

c

3

50

520

334

11 .5

300

491

306

13.1

164 (

123 (

200 (

180)

135)

203)

remarks

Class

Class

Class

1

2

2

(KTA)

(KTA)

(KTA)

E ( 3 0 0 u C ) = 1 . 9 5 * 1 0 5 N / m m 2

Class 1

ASME: 1 ^c 1 o h 2 ^c 2 _h
3"Sy

Class 2

S = min 1 j . S ~ . - - S '
4 u 4 U

?-s ?-s
3 y • 3 y

KTA S = mm
m |*RP0-2

1 HT
S = mm \ -»R

I 4 m '
1 R R T i T

TT6 PO.21 T~6"Rp0.2

SA = f ( 1.25 Sc + 0.25 Sh ). f(N) = 1 ... 0.5

ASME, KTA:

£>u. Rm ... tensile strength value

^y ^ P O ? yield strength value

•^A a l lowable .stress range for expansion stresses

n u m b e r of equivalent full tempera ture cycles

c... cold;

RT ... room temperature

N

h ... hot

T ... actual temperature



Table 4. Modal parameters

Mode Eigenfrequenz
No f Hz 1

participation factors

SMWX SMWY SMWZ

participation of mass mode summed participation mass

MBX MBY MBZ SMBX SMBY SMBZ

1
2
3
4

5
6
7
8
9

10
11
12
13
14
15

2.919529
3.178092
4 .958570
5.557082
7.062523
8.234281
8.337282
11 . 256548
13. 294765
16 . 809721
18.390503
18.797525
24.185347
24.313839
26.714510

.101E-02

.714E-O1
-.530E-04
.630E-01

- .616E-01
-.145E-01
.230E-01
.196E-02

-.447E-O1
.388E-01
.819E-02

-.573E-02
-.320E-03
.544E-02

-.620E-02

- .894E-03
-.660E-01
.174E-O3
.799E-01

- .221E-01
.653E-02

-.766E-02
-.339E-02
.577E-01
.445E-01
.288E-01

-.184E-02
.105E-02

-.167E-02
.190E-01

-.928E-01
.920E-03

-.320E-02
-.714E-04
.983E-03
.466E-01
.292E-01
.839E-02
.139E-02
.677E-03

-.590E-02
- .269E-01
-.312E-02
.254E-02

.199E-03

.517E-04

.259

.143E-06

.202

.193

.107E-01

.268E-01

.195E-03

. 101

. 767E-01

. 341E-02

.167E-02

.521E-05

.151E-02

.196E-02

.406E-04

.221

.153E-05

. 325

.250E-01

.217E-02

.299E-02

.586E-03

.169

.101
•423E-01

.173E-03

.558E-04

.142E-03

.183E-01

.438

.430E-04

.519E-03

.259E-06

.492E-04

.110

.434E-01

. 358E-02

.978E-04

.233E-04

.177E-02

.367E-01

.496E-03

.328E-03

.202E-05

.517E-04
.260

. 260

.461

.654

.665

.692

.692

. 793

.870

.873

.875

.875

.876

.878

.406E-04
.221

.221

.546

.571

.573

.576

.577

. 746

.847

.889

.889

.889

.890

.908

.438

.438

.4 38

.438

.438

. 549

.59 2

.596

. 596

. 596

. 598

. 6 34

.635

.635

.635

en
(D
53
a?
D
Q.
(D '

"§'
3
o>
c CD
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Table 5.1 Stress results for piping system,
internal pressure P = 80 bar

EXTRACT OF STRESS ANALYSIS ACC. TO ASME CLASS 1:

Analysis D Stresses due to dead load + internal pressure + SSE

Components with maxim, stress utilization

Calcul. allowed utiliz.

Pt stress stress

(N/mm2) (N/mm2) (%)

10T

10

11

11T

15

12

15T

14

14T

5

(TAV )

(TAV )

(TAV )

(TAV )

(TAV )

(TAV )

(TAV )

(TAV )

(TAV )

(BGL )

223.7

167.2

127.7

122.5

116.7

107.9

107.4

105.2

95.5

92.7

492.0

492.0

492.0

492.0

492.0

492.0

492.0

492.0

492.0

492.0

45.5

34.0

26.0

24.9

23.7

21.9

21.8

21.4

19.4

18.8

0 Cross sections with exceeding stress (*)

TAV ... tee with reinforcement

BGL ... bend, smooth

SSE - SL - 2 EQ

EXTRACT OF STRESS ANALYSIS ACC. TO ASME CLASS 2:

Analysis 9 Stresses due to dead load + internal pressure + SSE

Components with maxim, stress utilization

Calcul. allowed utiliz.

Pt stress stress

(N/mm2) (N/mm2) (%)

10T
10

11

11T

15

12

15T

14

14T

13

(TAV )

(TAV )

(TAV )

(TAV )

(TAV )

(TAV )

(TAV )

(TAV )

(TAV )

(TAV )

209.0

155.1

116.9

114.4

106.7

98.6

98.2

96.6

88.3

87.1

369.0

369.0

369.0

369.0

369.0

369.0

369.0

369.0

369.0

369.0

56.6

42.0

31.7

31.0

28.9

26.7

26.6

26.2

23.9

23.6

0 Cross sections with exceeding stress (

TAV ... tee with reinforcement

SSE - SL - 2 EQ
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Table 5.2 Detailed maximum stress result for collector tee, P = 67 bar

Service Level

all

A/B

A/B

D

stresses due to

P

DL+P+Tm

DL+Tm

DL+P^Tm

DL+Tm

DL+PrTm+SSE

classi-
fication

p
- m
Pi

?1+Q

pl
pl

Pl+Q
Pl+Q

pi

calculated
stress int.

N/mm2

42
193

227

241
48

373
146

255

allowable
stress int.

ASME (KTA) N/mm2

246 (270)

491 (540)

491 (491)

Table 5.3 Detailed maximum stress result near SG nozzle,
wall thickness of SG tgg = 150 mm, P = 67 bar

Service Level

all

A/B

A/B

D

stresses due to

P

DL+P+Tm

DL+P+T^

DL+P+Tm+SSE

classi-
fication

pl

Pl+Q

Pl

Pl+Q

Pi

calculated
stress int.

N/mm2

157

182

158

188

159

allowable
stress int.

ASME (KTA) N/mm2

246 (270)

491 (540)

491 (491)
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Table 6.1 Results: Supporting forces
Fixed point at containment wall

L i n e MS2 P o i n t : S FP AT CONTAINMENT WALL

Coordinate Systetr. c: Support : P) = 3 P2 = 1 P3 = 6

XS- .866 -.500 .000 YS- .500 .866 .000 ZS = .000 .000 1.000

Numerical values are with respect :c the local coordinate system

Loadc.-specific. AQX AQY AQZ AMX AMY AMZ

kN kN k_N ktim Wirn WJm

DEAD LOAD

INTERNAL PRESSURE

TEMP. 297 DEG C

T + W (297 DEG C)

SSEXYZ-XYZ

.015 -.006 -15.477

3-228 -1.332 - .002

31.194 -15.953 .060

36.143 -17.965 .369

26.199 41.097 6.093

4.201 -23.803 - .078

-.062 .040 -18.297

-3.287 4.454 -138.968

-1.921 8.121 -167.123

56.901 16.845 139.104

W . . . n o z z l e displacement

SERVICE LEVEL A 39.385C -.006G -15.109G 4.201G -15.642G -.078G

-015K -19.304K -15.480R 2.218K -23.803K-185.498K

SERVICE LEVEL D 65.585C 4:.091G -9.016G 61.102G 1.204G 139.026G

-26.I85K -60.401K -21.572K -54.682K -40.648K-324.6O2K

G maximum

K minimuiD

Table 6.2 Results: Supporting forces
Spring anchors

S - No.

L3

L5

L6

L7

PD / kN

26.8

32.34

38.38

9.86

30.54

P / kN
A+ D+

26.8 32.61

32.34 55.99

38.91 57.82

10.01 16.09

30.54 33.86

Pmax / kN

66.50

81.60

66.50

33.32

66.50

p / pmax
I

49.0

68.6

86.9

48.3

50.9

(p res t ress under dead load) included



Table 6.3 Results: Displacements, loads at spring anchor L5

L i n e MS2 P o i n t L5 S U //6 2x475 N| MM
Coordinate System of Support : PI = 5 P2 = 6 P3 = 16
XS= -.259 .966 .000 YS= -.966 -.259 .000 ZS= .000 .000
Numerical values are with respect to the local coordinate system

Loadc.-specific.

DEAD LOAD
INTERNAL PRESSURE
TEMP. 29 7 DEG C
T+VV (297 DEG C)
SEBXYZ-XYZ

VV...nozzle displacement

1.000

_

11
4

11

WX
mm

.02

.56

.43

.64

.43

WY
mm

- .03
-1.98

-65.22
-74 .21
12. 18

WZ
mm

.01
- .02
- .99

- .54
19.91

PX
mrad

-.01

.00

.27

. 39
1.80

PY
mrad

.11

.00
-.03
- .09
.97

PZ
mrad

.00
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Figure 2. Plan view of rr=iin steam line 2



Figure j . Steam collector



Figure A . Section through steam collector
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Figure 6 . Spring anchor
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1. Introduction

Units 5 and 6 of NPP Kozloduy are of types WER 1000, designed according
former Russian seismic specifications. Peak ground accelerations had been
assumed to be 0.1 g for concrete structures and component supports, 0.2 g
for piping systems and 0.4 g for safety relevant components.

In 1992, the IAEA, Nuclear Safety Division has started a Coordinated Re-
search Project (CRP) to investigate the seismic safety of Units 5 and 6 of NPP
Kozloduy. A group of specialists from western corporations (Siemens, Westing-
house, etc.) and institutes in Eastern European countries are involved in
analysing relevant systems resulting in upgrading measures for withstanding
appropriate levels of seismicity according to western standards.

In a first step, peak ground accelerations have been investigated using recent
local seismic information and new methologies. As a result, the peak ground
acceleration has been established at a level of 0.2 g. This means that some of
the equipment and concrete structures may not be safe enough with respect to
a seismic event.

Within the frame of this CRP, and for the selected site of NPP Kozloduy, a
Swiss team together with Bulgarian specialists has been commissioned by
Natsionalna Elektrichevska Kompania AD, Sofia, to evaluate the seismic capa-
city of part of the relevant piping systems, of the containment prestressing and
of the steel ventilation chimney.

The project team consisted of

Stiissi & Partner, Zurich

Basler & Hofmann, Zurich

Resonance SA, Geneva

NPP Kozloduy

Building Research Institute, Sofia

Task 1: Project management
Task 2: Piping analysis

Task 3: Containment prestressing incl.
monitoring system

Task 4: Steel ventilation chimney

Task N1: Site coordination
Task N2: As built information
Task N3: Review of results

Task B l : Coordination
Task B2: Diesel Generator Building
Task B3: Design criteria for structures
Task B4: Piping support capacity
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Further contributions have been provided by

IAEA, Vienna General Coordination of tasks

Siemens, Offenbach Seismic input and seismic building analysis

Westinghouse, Brussels Identification of relevant piping systems

Atomenergoproject, Moscow Specific Component data (not available
at NPP)

Stevenson & Assoc, Cleveland Unified Criteria for Seismic upgrades

From the beginning, it was intended to integrate internationally recognized
experts in order to provide reasonable safety levels for minimal cost.

The main steps in this research phase have been

1. Establish analysis specifications (January 1995)
2. Analysis of structures and components, recommendation of upgrade

measures (October 1995)
3. Analysis of piping support capacity (December 1995).

All results have been reviewed and commented by NPP Kozloduy.

In the following paragraphs, the main results of the research are summarized.
In addition the project continuation for 1996/97 as recommended by NEK is
presented.
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2. Piping systems

2.1 Introduction

The Kozloduy power plant was initially designed considering a low seismic input
(O.lg peak ground acceleration). However, only buildings were designed for
O.lg whereas piping systems were designed for 0.2g and components for
0.4g. The anchorage of piping systems and components was considered part
of the building ana checked against O.lg. The reevaluation of the Kozloduy
site resulted in an increased input level or 0.2g. A reevaluation of the piping
systems and in particular of the piping supports became neccessary.

2.2 Systems Analyzed in Project Steps 1 to 3

A set of representative systems was selected for the project steps in 1995.
The following subsystems were examined:
- Main Coolant Loop Piping
- Pressurizer System Piping
- Safety Injection Systems Piping
- Emergency Feedwater Systems Piping
Additional systems should be verified in subsequent project steps.

2.3 Modelling and Analysis Principles

The criteria for the analysis and strength verification elaborated by Stevenson
& Associates for the IAEA project on upgrading of existing eastern european
nuclear power plants [ref. 1 j were used as basis of the current analysis.

The building response to the site specific seismic motion was provided by Sie-
mens KWU. The piping systems were subjected to realistic multi support input
motions and the computations were performed in the time domain, thus
escaping the use of conservative quadratic combination schemes. The numeri-
cal computations were performed with the general multiple purpose finite
element software MARC/MENTAT.

2.4 Piping Systems Seismic Capacity Assessment

Stress verification of piping components was performed following the ASME
code level D as suggested in [ref. 1 ]. The conformity of the Russian piping
elements to the ASME standards should be verified in a subsequent project
step. A detailed evaluation of specific piping components (branchings, nozzles)
is planned for a later stage.

All the larger diameter piping systems, and in particular the reactor main
coolant loops show hiqh safety margins. For several smaller diameter systems
however, the computed stresses exceed the capacity of the material. For four
of the examined systems, upgrades are necessary.
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2.5 Upgrade Recommendations for Piping Systems

The simplest and most economical upgrades have been selected. For the four
systems needing upgrades, a solution can be found using 5 high viscous dam-
ping devices and 2 mechanical snubber which results in very low costs for the
upgrading.

2.6 Seismic Capacity of the Piping System Anchorage

Verification of the support strength and anchorage capacity was performed
by the Bulgarian Building Research Institute in Sofia using the support loads
computed By Stussi&Partner. The verification is based on relevant Bulgarian,
Russian ana international norms. The applicable load combination for piping
supports includes weight, thermal expansion and seismic loads.

Sufficient safety margins are obtained for all but two anchorage locations. The
anchorage of the main coolant pumps is heavily loaded due to the thermal
expansion from 20° C to the operating temperature of approximately 300° C.
An inspection of the as-buit configuration is necessary for a final decision.

The capacity of the intermediate steel constructions and of the hangers has to
be based on as-built conditions and cannot be undertaken before the next
revision period of the reactors.

2.7 Upgrade Recommendations for Anchorages

One or two fixed supports should be replaced by snubbers. Eventually the
anchorage of the main coolant pumps should be upgraded by additional
concrete anchors if the existing anchor bars are not sufficient (to be checked
on-site).

2.8 Conclusions

A representative selection of important piping systems and corresponding
supports has been analyzed in 1995. The seismic safety of the systems
appears satisfactory if some minor upgrades are realized. The work done so
far shows that substantial improvements can be obtained with low cost for
upgrades. This suggests an extension of this project for all the remaining safety
relevant piping systems.

2.9 Reference

[1] Stevenson & Associates
Suggested Unified Criteria to be Used in Seismic Evaluation and Potential
Design Fixes for the WER Nuclear Power Plants
Draft edition, 1 Oth of June 1994
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3. Containment Prestressing

3.1 Specification

Objectives

The capacity of the prestressed concrete shell of the reactor building
containment of unit 5 (WER-1000) has to be assessed for the relevant loading
conditions. The analysis shall use a state-of-the-art structural model and
address mainly the global stress distribution in the containment shell and the
prestress tendons. Special attention is given to the accident loads from the
Loss of Coolant Accident LOCA and the Safe Shutdown Earthquake SSE.

All available information of the measurements of tendon forces and containment
shell stresses shall be considered for the assessment.

Load Combinations

Based on the recommendations of IAEA Safety Guide 50-SG-D15 the following
load combinations with accident conditions are defined:

Seismic: Dead Load + Prestressing + SSE
LOCA: Dead Load + Prestressing + LOCA
Seimic and LOCA Dead Load + Prestressing + LOCA + 1 /2 SSE

The assumed prestressing forces are reduced from the design force of 10 MN
to 8.5 MN in each tendon, considering the expected prestress losses.

Design Philosophy

Under the design loads - except for the temperature in the LOCA loadcase -
the containment shell shall not show any sign of cracks, which means that
there are no significant tension stresses in the concrete. A liner inside of the
containment prevents it from leaking. Minor local cracks may be accepted
under the condition that they are not through cracks.

Allowable stresses

The allowable material stresses in the concrete, the reinforcing steel bars and
the tendons are defined according to international common practice of safety
factors and Bulgarian material standards. The assessment is mainly based on
the requirement of tension stresses less than 1.2 MPa and compression
stresses below 19 MPa in the concrete shell.
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3.2 Analysis and Results for Containment Capacity

Analysis model

A state-of-the-art three-dimensional shell model for the shell structure consisting
of the containment wall and the dome was developed and used for the
analysis of the stresses due to dead load, prestressing and LOCA. The linear
static analysis is carried out with a standard computer code applying the
widely used Finite-Element-Method.

The forces from seismic events are taken from the recent dynamic seismic
analysis by Siemens-KWU. They are combined according to the specified load
combinations.

Concrete Compression

For all the load combinations the concrete stresses in the shells are found to
remain within the allowable limits, they do not exceed 19 MPa. Peak values in
the analysis are 16 MPa, which is 15% below the allowable stress. This means
that the applied prestressing forces are well balanced, they do not overstress
the wall ana the dome.

Concrete Tension

Tension stresses in the concrete shell for the most challenging load com-
binations with LOCA will be higher than the concrete's tension strength.
Therefore local cracking of the concrete at its outer surface is expected.
Such cracking will not cause substantial structural failure. The local cracks may
be tolerated, because

- the cracks are not passing the entire wall
- the tightness of the containment is provided not only by the uncracked part

of the concrete wall, but mainly by the steel liner at the inner face, acting
as a leakage barrier

- tension forces are hold by the reinforcing steel bars
- cracking reduces the wall stiffness, which causes a favourable stress

release.

Judgment of Analysis Results

The analysis results are partially verified with comparisons to the measured shell
stresses. It is concluded that the prestressing forces are adequately designed
to cover the governing loads in case of a LOCA. Seismic forces are less
challenging for the containment capacity.

Local structural details and discontinuities are not investigated in this general
assessment.
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Special Construction Features of Tendons:
Irregular Wire Stress Distribution

The stress distribution within the tendon to the numerous wires is in critical parts
of the tendon inhomogeneous. This is due to the small curvature radius in the
anchoring parts and due to the friction between the wires and between the
wires ana the channel tubes. Further potential weakpoints are the connections
between the wires at their ends.

As a consequence single wires can be overstressed and fail even if the tendon
as a whole is stressed within the acceptable design limits. The wire ruptures
experienced within periodic tendon retensioning programs are explained with
these effects.

3.3 Conclusions, Upgrade Recommendations

It is concluded that the prestressing system is adequately designed for the
specified load combinations, as far as the overall prestressing forces in the
tendons are concerned. Nevertheless the reliability of the tendons in case of
an accident is judged to be endangered by unfavourable construction
features.

It is therefore strongly recommended to replace the tendons in steps. As a first
step a modern tendon construction with straight wires in the anchoring part
shall be designed, without giving up the positive features of the existing tendon
system, such as inspectabifity and retensionabilify. A pilot series of the most
questionable tendons - with applicable tension forces far below 10 MN - shall
be replaced and experience shall be gained to initiate further steps.

It is recommended to upgrade the existing monitoring system. It shall become a
powerful tool, able to detect potential tendon failures and to assess the stress
distribution in the containment shells.
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4. Steel Ventilation Chimney

Objective

Beside the containments of units 5 and 6, there are identical ventilation
chimneys, consisting of two concentric steel pipes, with an elevation of 103 m
above the main building roof. The chimneys themselves are not safety relevant
in itself. However, if they fail, they might fall onto the containment, the main
building or the diesel generator building.

The seismic behaviour of the chimneys has been analysed. Since they turned
out not to sustain the new SSE design earthquake, potential safety relevant
damages due to the collapsing chimney were further investigated. Limited up-
grading measures will be necessary.

Basic Data and Analysis Specifications

The chimneys are laterally supported by a spatial steel truss structure.
Drawings and material parameters were available for all steel constructions. As
far as could be verified by a visual check in spring 1995, the as-built situation
corresponded to the available drawings. No satisfactory drawings of the
anchorage within the concrete could be found, but this lack of information
turned out to be of minor importance.

Whereas full information about the reinforcement of the containment walls
were available, reinforcement plans of the roof of both the main building and
the diesel generator building were somewhat ambiguous. However, by means
of limit considerations and reasonable conservative assumptions, it was possible
to get unambiguous results.

Seismic Analysis

The main calculations were done for the structure's gravity load, thermal
stresses and the new design seismic load on SSE-level. The seismic behaviour
of the chimney was investigated by means of a spectral analysis that used
peaks broadened floor response spectra calculated by SIEMENS.

It turned out that the chimney would not sustain the SSE due to elastic buckling
of the upper most truss bars.

The chimney principally sustains an OBE, although the usual global margins for
on OBE of about 1.3 for steel constructions is not respected.

Impact Analysis of the Falling Chimney

The potential impact of the collapsing chimney on safety relevant buildings was
analysed for two very pessimistic "worst case scenarios". The consequences
of these impacts were studied based on fundamental physical principles and
methods of dynamic plasticity. Two potential failure modes of the roofs were
studied: Punching, a rather brittle process, and plastic bending, a more ductile
failure provided that the concrete is reasonably reinforced.
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A nominal safety factor of 1.3 was found for the containment dome; its role as
a tight leakage barrier would never be impaired. In contrast, it was found that
the 0.60 m slab of the main building roof could be bent to total collapse as
well as punched so that safety relevant items on the upper most levels of the
main building could be destroyed.

The roof of the diesel generator building is safe. The distance from the main
building excludes any impact in the chimney's axial direction, and when striking
at an oblique angle, the chimney itself is an easily derormable structure.
However, it cannot be excluded that small concrete particles might scab from
the roof's lower face.

Recommendations for Upgrading

A conventional reinforcement of the chimney would need very extensive work,
because many elements are too weak in the case of a SSE. It seems more
reasonalbe to heavily reinforce the main building roof above all safety relevant
items or safety relevant passages that must remain open. However, unrealisti-
cally heavy reinforcements would be necessary for the worst case scenarios
as studied so far. It is therefore recommended to re-evaluate a more realistic
worst case for the design of the reinforcement of the main building roof.
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5. Proposal for Project Extension

In order to reach the envisaged safety level, the recommended upgrade
measures have to be realized and the remaining piping systems have to be
analysed. It is proposed that this further work is performed by the Swiss team,
together with local Bulgarian support, through extension of the actual project
in 1996 and 1997 (phase 2 of the project). The IAEA recommends this project
extension strongly. The general project scope is described as follows:

Task 1: Project Management

Task 2: Piping support structures:
Redesign and upgrade piping support structures

Task 3: Containment prestressing:
Design and delivery of 4 prototype tendons
Improvement of existing monitoring system

Task 4: Piping Systems:
Seismic capacity evaluation and upgrading of remaining piping
systems

Task 5: Consolidation of IAEA Results:
Consolidation of all IAEA results for piping systems incl.
components and tanks

The total cost is estimated at CHF 950'000.--.
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6. Summary

Units 5 and 6 of NPP Kozloduy have been designed initially for seismic levels
which are considered too low today.

In the frame of an IAEA Coordinated Research Programme, a Swiss team has
been commissioned by Natsionalna Eiektricheska Kompania, Sofia, to analyse
the relevant piping system, the containment prestressing and the steel
ventilation chimney and to recommend upgrade measures for adequate seismic
capacity where applicable. Seismic input had been specified by and agreed
upon earlier by IAEA experts.

The necessary investigations have been performed in 1995 and discussed with
internationally recognized experts.

The main results may be summarized as follows:

Upgrades are necessary at different piping supports (additional snubbers or
viscous dampers). These fixes can be done easily at low cost.

The containment prestressing tendons are adequately designed for the
specified load combinations. However, unfavourable construction features
endanger the reliability. It is therefore strongly recommended to replace the
tendons stepwise and to upgrade the existing monitoring system.

Finally, the steel ventilation chimney may not withstand a seismic event,
however the containment and diesel generator building will not be destroyed
at possible impact by the chimney. On the other hana, the roof of the main
building has to be reinforced partially.

It is recommended to continue the project for 1996 and 1997 to implement the
upgrade measures mentioned above, to analyse the remaining piping systems
ana to consolidate all results obtained by different research groups of the
IAEA programme with respect to piping systems incl. components and tanks.
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1. Project Organization and Schedule

Contract between NEK and S&P, B&H, RSA
Study in 3 Stages, CHF 550'000 (CHF 80'000 for Bulgarian Team)

Stage 1: 1.1.-30.10.94
Stage 2: 1.11.94-30.6.95
Stage 3: 1.7.-31.12.95

Main Contributors
Swiss Team:

Stiissi & Partner, Zurich
Basler & Hofmann, Zurich
Resonance SA, Geneva

(Mechanical Engineers)
(Civil Engineers)
(Civil Engineers)

Bulgarian Team:

Further Contributors
IAEA
Siemens
Westing house
Atomenergoproject
Academy of Science

NPP Kozloduy
Building Research Institute

General coordination of tasks
Seismic building analysis
Identification orrelevant piping systems
Specific component data (not available at NPP)
Floor response spectra for comparison purposes
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Main Tasks and Contributors

! i

PLRKTOPHOE OTQEHEHME

: '• r--A

0.1 g =|>0.2g

Seismic Upgrading of NPP Kozloduy
Units 5 a n a o

• \l ii. -••-.(• ; '.fey-lK: "

Swiss Team:

Task 1 Coordination Swiss team
Task 2 Piping systems
Task 3 Containment prestressing
Task 4 Chimney failure

Bulgarian Team:

Task NT Site coordination
Task N2 As built information
Task N3 Review of results

Task B1 Coordination Bulg. Team
Task B2 DG building
Task B3 Design criteria structures
Task B4 Piping support capacity

S&P
S&P
B&H
RSA

NPP
NPP
NPP

BRI
BRI
BRI
BRI
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2. Swiss Team Contributions

Task 1 Coordination

Stage 1 Project definition

Stage 2 Project management of Swiss team contributions
Quality assurance
Discussion with AEP (input piping systems, analysis specifications)
Presentation at NEK, NPP, HSK, BAWI
Participation at CRM IAEA

Stage 3 Project management of Swiss team contributions
Quality assurance
Presentation at NEK, NPP, HSK, BAWI
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Task 2: Definition Design Levels AEP
. existing: . Components

. Piping

. Supports

a
a
a

0.4 g
0.2 g
0.1 g

. new: . Components, Piping, Supports a = 0.2 g

System Analysis
. Stress verification in piping according to "Unified

Criteria"
. Evaluation of support loads

Piping Systems to be analized
. According to recommendations of Westinghouse

in agreement with NPP Kozloduy

. Stage 2: . Main coolant loop
. Hydroaccumulator lines
. Pressurizer lines
. TQ22 and TQ23 lines

. Stage 3: . TQ12, TQ24, TQ40 lines
.TX10,TX20 lines
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Task 2: Analysis of Piping Systems

- Data from . NPP Kozloduy
.AEP

- Soil-building model from Siemens (3 Soil
characteristics)

- Input motion from Siemens (6 Components)
• Analysis with FE-System MARC

. Seismic response . Integrated model
. Time domain

. Static response . Dead load
. Thermal load
. Pressure load

- Results
. Piping system frequencies
. Reaction forces on supports as input for stress
verifications of support anchors

. Component displacements and accelerations for
comparison purpose with other analysis

. Stress verification in pipings using ASME code
level D

. support capacity verification done by BRI

. recommendations for upgrade measures
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Task 2: Results Stage 2
Piping System Frequencies

Piping systems

Main coolant
loop

Hydroaccumu-
lator lines

Pressurizer line
to loop 1

Pressurizer line
to loop 4

TQ22 lines

TQ23 lines

Relevant eigenfrequencies

1 st eigenmode

9.28 Hz

1.80 Hz

3.75 Hz

5.55 Hz

1.90 Hz

1.93 Hz

2nd eigenmode

9.62 Hz

1.86 Hz

4.06 Hz

9.27 Hz

2.38 Hz

2.41 Hz
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Task 2: Results Stage 3
Piping System Frequencies

Piping systems

TQ 12 lines

TQ 24 lines

TQ 40-43 lines

TX 11 line

TX 12 line

TX 13 line

TX 14 line

TX 20-22 lines

Relevant eigenfrequencies

1 st eigenmode

2.06 Hz

2.03 Hz

0.79 Hz

0.87 Hz

0.70 Hz

1.01 Hz

0.92 Hz

0.64 Hz

2nd eigenmode

2.84 Hz

2.39 Hz

1.57 Hz

1.24 Hz

1.31 Hz

2.09 Hz

1.85 Hz

0.81 Hz
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Task 2: Results Stage 2
Accelerations on Components

Piping systems

Main coolant
loop

Hydroaccumu-
lator lines

Pressurizer line
to loop 1

Pressurizer line
to loop 4

TQ22 lines

TQ23 lines

component

reactor
m. c. pump
steam gen.

valves

valves

Max. accelerations
on components

horizontal

9.7 m/sA2
3.2 m/sA2
3.6 m/sA2

31.0m/sA2

8.8 m/sA2

vertikal

1.1 m/sA2
1.4 m/sA2
1.3 m/sA2

10.8m/sA2

5.0 m/sA2

no components

valves

valves

11.8 m/sA2

15.8m/sA2

9.6 m/sA2

8.8 m/sA2
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Task 2: Results Stage 3
Acceleration on Components
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Piping systems

TQ 12 lines

TQ 24 lines

TQ40-43 lines

TX11 lines

TX12 lines

TX13 lines

TX14 lines

TX20-22 line

component

valves

valves

valves

valves

valves

valves

valves

valves

Max. accelerations
on components

horizontal

21.9 m/sA2

14.0m/sA2

12.8m/sA2

18.4m/sA2
21.7 m/sA2
7.9 m/sA2
10.2m/sA2

13.2m/sA2

vertikal

7.9 m/sA2

8.2 m/sA2

6.7 m/sA2

7.6 m/sA2
6.9 m/sA2
8.7 m/sA2
6.5 m/sA2

3.1 m/sA2
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Task 2: Results Stage 2
Stress Verifications in Pipings

Load combinations following
Stevenson&Associates

1.0*DL + 1.0*11 + 1.0*P + SSEi

Stress verification following ASME-Code
stress index method

P*D0
= Bl * + B 2 *

R3 31.1.96

Do

Piping systems

Main coolant
loop

Hydroaccumu-
lator lines

Pressurizer line
to loop 1

Pressurizer line
to loop 4

TQ22 lines

TQ23 lines

ASME total stress intensities

maximal

130 N/mmA2

340 N/mmA2

170 N/mmA2

160N/mmA2

200 N/mmA2

290 N/mmA2

typical

70 N/mmA2

160N/mmA2

100N/mmA2

] 00 N/mmA2

110N/mmA2

140 N/mmA2

max. allowable stress intensity: 490 N/mmA2
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Task 2: Results Stage 3
Stress Verifications in Pipings

Tamnnzurniihjm

Load combinations following
Stevenson&Associates

l.O*DL+1.O*LL+l.O*P

Stress verification following ASME-Code
stress index method

P*Do
s = Bl * +B2

2 * t

R3 31.1.96

Do
*Mi

TQ12 lines

TQ24 lines

TQ40-43 lines

TX11 line

TX12line

TX13line

TX14 line

TX20-22 line

t L. c L allowable stress intensity
safety factor = e f f ec f i ye s t ress j n t e n s i [ y

minimal

1.93

0.91 « «

0.89 « «

0.79 « «

0.66 « «

1.59

1.48

0.92 « «

typical

4.9

4.9

2.1

1.8

2.7

2.7

1.8

allowable : 735 N/mm2 for steel 10GN2MFA
531 N/mm2 for steel 08X18N10T
531 N/mm2 for steel 20
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Task 2: Results of Stage 2 and 3
Snubber Forces / Support Loads

Snubber Forces

Main coolant pump
loop steam gen.

Pressurizer line

TQ22 line

TQ23 line

max. seismic force

310 kN
460 kN

16.2kN

207 kN
no kN

50.2 kN

load capacity

1700kN
4500 kN

50 kN

500 kN
200 kN

lOOkN

Support Loads

All relevant support loads are given in appendices of
previous reports as input for support capacity verification by BRI
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Task 2: Comparison of Response Spectra

- calculated response spectra similar to reference response spectra (M. Kostov)

- similar seismic stresses to be expected if reference spectra used

0.10

level 13m Y-direction

1.00 10.00

frequency (Hz)

level 15 m Y-direction

8.00

4.00

onn

• : ; /

• • • • • • • • 7

7

./J
• • • • / ; • • ' • / ' • " • :

ill rr:k:!:iiiii!
• • • / . » i

::; • ;-M (:\^_

12.00

8.00

2 4.00

I

0.00

100.00 0.10 1.00 10.00

frequency (Hi)

level 24 m Y-direction

• • • • /

^ _ _

t.

h1
y ••;••: \

fA /

§
•'VTI

12.00

8.00

4.00

0.00

100.00 0.10 1.00 10.00

frequency (Hi)

Bulgarian Academy of Science (M. Kostov)
current calculations

100.00
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Task 2: Comparison of Results from different Computer Programs

The modelling of a typical system (TQ12) has been verified by comparing the
eigenfrequencies of the standard program (MARC) to an alternative FE software
(COSMOS/M)

eigenmode

1st

2nd

3rd

4th

eigenfrequencies

MARC
(standard FE program)

2.06 Hz

2.84 Hz

4.14 Hz

4.52 Hz

calculated with

COSMOS/M
(alternative FE program)

2.05 Hz

2.82 Hz

4.02 Hz

4.46 Hz
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Task 2: Upgrades for Emergency Feedwater Systems TXl 1 and TXl 2

Initial stress level 801 N/mm2
(allowable 531 N/mm2)

Upgrade measures

one simple high viscous damper for each system

Expected reduction of seismic stresses

> 40 % on critical elements
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Task 2: Upgrades for TQ24 System

Initial stress level 811 N/mm2
(allowable 735 N/mm2)

Upgrade measures
• fixed support replaced by spring
• snubber added

Expected reduction of seismic stresses

> 53 % on critical elements
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Task 2: Upgrades for TQ40-43 System

Initial stress level 597 N/mm2
(allowable 531 N/mm2)

Upgrade measures
• snubber added

Expected reduction of seismic stresses

• simulation of upgraded system not yet
available
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Task 2: Upgrades for TX20, TX22 Lines System

Initial stress level 578 N/mm2
(allowable 531 N/mm2)

Upgrade measures

• three high viscous dampers added

Expected reduction of seismic stresses

• simulation of upqraded system not yet
• i l l ' ^ ' '

available
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Task B4: Verification of Piping Supports
(Investigation by Building Research Institute)

Assumptions

• Concrete strength B40 (conservative assumption)

• No inelastic behaviour allowed

• Nominal allowable strength (no increase for exceptional loads)

Methodology

• Load combination following the recommendations of Stevenson & Associates
(W: weight, T: thermal loads, CSL: seismic loads)

Ltot = 1.0W+1.0T+1.0CSL

• Material strength following Russian and Bulgarian norms

• Strength verification following Bulgarian norms
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Task B4: Verification of Piping Supports
Results for Piping Systems analyzed in Stage 2

minimum safety factor required
s = adm. stress/eff. stress > 1 Main coolant pump supports

Steam generator supports

Steam generator snubbers

Main coolant pump snubbers

TQ22 system

Pressurizer lines

Hydroaccumulator lines

TQ23 system

Safety
Factor

2*

>4.36

5.20

2.80

2.83

>10

3.12

2.84

* on-site inspection required for confirmation

Conclusion for piping systems analyzed in stage 2

No upgrades are necessary (confirmation required for the tension supports of the main
coolant pumps)
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Task B4: Verification of Piping Supports
Results for Piping Systems analyzed in Stage 3

minimum safety factor required
s = adm. stress/eff. stress > 1

concrete anchorage has been verified

verification of steel constructions, in-
cluding hangers, must be based on
as-buit configurations and will be
undertaken at the next operational
pause

TQl 2 system supports

TQ24 system supports

TQ40 system supports

TX11/22/13/14 supports

TX20, TX22 system supports

minimum
safety
factor

<1

>10

~1 *

>10

>10

location

fixed support

fixed support

* on-site inspection required

Conclusion for piping systems analyzed in stage 2

Upgrades are necessary for the fixed support of the TQl 2 system and eventually of the
TQ40 system. The replacement of the fixed supports by adequate snubbers is suggested,
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Task 3: Prestressing of Reactor Building

PERKT0PK3E; OTQErEHt'.E
PB3PE3 &6

Objectives

• Capacity assessment containment:

- cylindrical wall
- dome

• Upgrade recommendations

• Monitoring concept for an improved
assessment of the state of the prestressing
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Task 3: Analysis and Results for Containment Capacity
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Load Combinations

LCI Seismic:
LC2 LOCA:
LC3 Seismic and LOCA:

Results of FE-Analysis

Dead Load DL + Prestress P + SSE
DL + P + LOCA (pressure + temp.)
DL + P + LOCA + OBE (= 1 / 2 SSE)

LCI: local concrete tension stresses, in wall section 1 only
(calculated: max. 2,8 MPa, allowable: 1,2 MPa)

LC2 and LC3:

• mainly concrete pressure stresses
(calculated: max -16 MPa in wall, -13 MPa in dome,
allowable: -19 MPa)

• small concrete tension stresses in circumferential direction
of the wall
(calculated: max 1,4 MPa, with cracked concrete stiffness
allowable: 1,2 MPa)

• LOCA-temperatures induce concrete cracks at the outside
surface of the wall and the dome
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Task 3: Discussion

Capacity for Design Loads

• Sufficient capacity of the prestressed wall and
dome for the design loads

• Minor cracking at the outside surface tolerable:
steel liner provides leakage barrier

Problem: Tendon Anchoring

• Structurally weakest point of the tendons is wire
curvature in anchoring parts:

small radius of 150 mm causes stress increase
of about 20 % of design tension stresses in wires

Anchoring of the Tendons
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Task 3: Upgrades Recommendations

Tendons

• Redesign of the anchor heads with straight wires
• Replacements of the tendons
• Evaluate the installation of a on-line tendon force

monitoring system

Improved Monitoring Concept

• With the existing stress measurements:
Detection of changes in the prestressing condition
of the containment, based on Green's function
analysis

Support by Swiss Expert Team in 1996

• Recommended by proposal of September 1, 1995
and welcomed by NPP-Kozloduy
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Task 4: Seismic Behaviour of Steel Chimney

Problem characterisation

- Double pipe with truss structure,
103 m above main building roof,
supports on different buildings

- chimney itself not safety relevant,
but collapsing chimney may damage
safety relevant items

Method of Analysis

- Spectral analysis with floor re-
sponse spectra: maximum acceler-
ations > 1.7 g (damping: 5 %)

- CQC modal superposition
- 'Fundamental' modes within the

range of maximum amplification:
fundamental bending: 1.0 Hz
first higher bending mode: 2.9 Hz
fundamental torsion: 3.2 Hz
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Task 4: Seismic Behaviour of Steel Chimney

16

OBE: main results

- chimney reasonably designed for
0.1 g nominal ground acceleration,
but with no margin

SSE: main results

- main failure mechanisms:
column and shell buckling

- several joints yield or buckle
- consequences: no plastic margins,

complete collapse of chimney
- observational evidence: brittle

fracture cannot be excluded
=> risk of falling down
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Task 4: Impact of Collapsing Chimney on Safety Relevant Items

dynamic
buckling

punching

Studied worst case scenarios

- 'brittle' fracture: chimney's upper half
falls vertically onto the containment
dome and the main building roof

- chimney tilts around its foot, with its
top hitting the roof of the diesel
generator building

Results and Upgrade Recommendations

- containment dome is safe (nominal
safety factor > 1.3), no leakage

- diesel generator building: limited
concrete scabbing from the ceiling
can't be excluded, safe otherwise

- main building roof: punching probable
for worst case, reinforcement by
steel beams recommended
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3. Bulgarian Team Contributions

Results already provided

NPP N l Site coordination
N2 As built information
N3 Comments for analysis specitivation, review of results

BRI Bl Coordination of Bulgarian team (partially)
B2 Model diesel generator building
B3 Design criteria for civil structures
B4 Verification of piping support anchors

to be provided by 1 June 1996

BRI B4 Verification of piping support hangers
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4. Reporting
Technical Reports by Swiss Team
R 1109-1 Swiss Contribution in Stage 1

Report
IR Swiss Contribution in Stage 2

Intermediate Report
R2 Swiss Contribution in Stage 2

Report incl. Appendices

IR3
Analysis of Chimney
Swiss Contribution in Stage 3
Report

TM 1109.02-7 Task 2 Analysis of Piping Systems
Final Report (Draft 1 ana 2)R3

R3 Final Report

Technical Reports by BRI, Sofia
Summary Report Stage 1
Intermediate Report Stage 2

Report Stage 2
Report Stage 3

28.11.94 Objectives and task descriptions

21.2.95 Analysis Specifications

26.6.95 Analysis results
. piping system
. cylindrical containment incl. monitoring
. cnimney (premilary)

22.8.95 Final Results (part of R2)
29.9.95 Analysis results

. piping systems

. spherical containment incl. monitoring
27.10.95 Appendices for piping systems
20.11.95 Summary of investigations

Recommendations for further project work
Appendix: Piping systems, 25.11.95

31.1.96 . technical summary including explanations
. management summary

Nov. 94 load specifications
March 95 . Diesel generator stations

. Design criteria for steel and concrete

Nov. 95 analysis of piping supports stage 2
31.12.95 analysis of piping supports stage 3

In addition several drafts with intermediate results have been submitted.
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5. Comments by NPP Kozloduy and NEK on 27.11.95

General

Piping Systems

Prestressing of
Containment

Chimney

further proce-
dure stage 3

Stage 4

- results presented so far have been accepted
- 3 types of comments: additonal information, critics, recommendations for future work

- detailed explanations and basic data to be supplied on modelling (AEP, Siemens), method
of load combination and analysis

- detailed investigations on nozzles and branchings have to be performed in a later
stage as agreed upon initially

- formal QA has to be documented

- detailed stress verifications on critical elements to be performed in stage 4, especially in
ring structure

- detailed explanations on loading assumptions and analysis methods have to be given

- information on impact load onto main building to be specified

next days payment of open invoices
31.12.95 final report on support verification by BRI
31.1.96 final report by Swiss team including management summary

15.1.96 application for project extension stage 4 by NEK
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6. Experiences on Cooperation with Project Teams

IAEA

NPP Kozloduy

Bulgarian

• Cooperation established with IAEA (Nuclear Safety Department),
Siemens, Westinghouse, Atomenergoproject, Academy of Science

• Coordination by IAEA effective, taking into account or complex
project structure (western and eastern culture)

• Contributions by other team members efficient and good quality
• Eastern Europe partners in progress of acquainting know-how to

contribute investigations at western standard levels

• Requirements for design details have been provided in a
professional way

• specific data on components not available at NPP has been
prepared by original designer of NPP Kozloduy (Atomenergo-
project, Moscow]

• detailed comments on results received at a late stage; mainly lack
of information on state of the art or basic data

• Decisions on administrative matters are only taken when
personally present

• planning of actions and fulfilling of committments may not be
performed through technical communication

• increased effort necessary for maintaining decent communication
process
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7. Recommended Project Continuation for Stage 4 in 1996/97

In accordance with IAEA recommendations and NPP Kozloduy requirements, project continuation
for 1996 is recommended as follows: Estimated cost

Task 1 Project Management 1. Coordination of all tasks performed by Swiss Team CHF 80'000
2. Presentation at BAWI, COE, NEK, NPP, HSK
3. Quality Assurance

Task 2 Piping Support Phase I 1. Redesign support structure for supports where upgrade CHF 50'000
measures are necessary (main coolant pump, pipings TX11,
TX12, TQ24, etc.) by Swiss team

2. Supply of anchor material by Swiss supplier
3. Implementation of new support structures during shut down

period of NPP Kozloduy by local staff and specialists
4. QA by Swiss team

Task 3 Containment Prestressing 1. Evaluate adequate tendon technology by Swiss team CHF 420'000
2. Design new tendons using Swiss products by Swiss team
3. Delivery of 4 prototype tendons for cylindrical wall by Swiss

contractor, installation on site by local staff and specialists,
assisted by Swiss team

4. Evaluation of monitoring system in connection with new
tendons; improvement of trie existing monitoring system by
Swiss team

5. QA by Swiss team

p i 01 1 Q/L
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7. Recommended Project Continuation for Stage 4 in 1996/97 (Continued)

Task 4 Seismic Capacity Evaluation and Upgrading of Remaining Piping System CHF 250'000

1. Seismic capacity verification of the remaining piping systems relevant for safe shut
down during earthquake, recommendations of upgrade measures, by Swiss team
under assistance of local specialists:
- emergency feedwater lines TX10,TX30 outside of containment
- main steam lines (TX 50,1X60,1X70, TX80)
- feedwater lines (TX40)
- emergency gaz evacuation (YR)
- charging/letdown lines inside containment (TK)
- spray system (TQ 11, 1Q 2 1 , 1Q 31)
- essential service water lines (VF)
- high pressure sampling system (TV30, TV40, TV50)
- piping to diese! generator between buildings.

2. Supply of anchor material by Swiss supplier
3. Implementation of new support structures during shut down period of NPP

Kozloduy by local staff and specialists
4. QA by Swiss team

Task 5 Consolidation of Results for Piping Systems CHF 150'000
1. Gather all IAEA results on piping systems, incl. components and tanks, by

Swiss team
2. Consolidate results, recommend main upgrade measures to Bulgarian Nuclear

Safety Board

Total estimated cost CHF 950'000

Time Schedule: Results to be established and upgrade measures to be implemented within 2 years.

Application for project continuation through NEK by mid of January 1996.

R3 31.1.96 SKJssi & Partner, Basler & Hofmanrt, Resonance SA Page 35
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Appendix 1

Introduction

This appendix to report R3 contains the technical explanations to comments made by
NPP Kozloduy on November 27, 1995, These explanations are integral part of the
final reporting by the Swiss team.

The numbers given are referring to the statements made by NPP Kozloduy. These
statements are not repeated here.
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1. Piping Systems

Criteria, load combinations

Comment
number:

1.1 The analysis procedure for the current analysis was based on the 1994 version
of the document by Stevenson & Associates [ref. 1]. In accordance with the
ASME code level D no secondary stresses (thermal expansion, anchor motions)
were included for the piping systems. Whether thermal expansion and seismic
anchor motive should be included or not was at that time an open question.
Meanwhile, the following formula has been adopted by the IAEA [see ref. 2]:

1.0 DL + 1.0 LL + 1.0 P + RLEj < 3 sm

1.0 To + RLEm < 3 sm

1.0 DL + 1.0 LL + 1.0 P + 1.0 To + (RLEj2+RLEm2) 1/2 < 6 sm

(limit 3 Sm for primary, 6 Sm for primary and secondary loads).

This allows a margin of 3 sm for the secondary loads which corresponds to an
allowable additional strain of approximately 0.25 % which is a very conserva-
tive value given the high ductility of the materials.

In the actual calculations, the seismic anchor motion stress is automatically
included but as a direct sum (RLEj + RLEm). This solution has been adopted
because it was recognized that the seismic anchor motion contribution is very
small for the systems considered in this analysis (less than 5 % in general,
exceptionally up to 10 %).

Thermal stresses in the piping systems have not been considered in the current
analysis. We do not consider this a necessity at least not with such a low
allowance for strains (0.25 % only). With trie mentioned formula (ref. 2),
difficulties are expected manily for the main coolant loops where important

1.4 thermal reaction forces have been obtained. The real behaviour of the sup-
1.8 ports should be taken into consideration for such an analysis because, Sue to

the high stiffness of the system, even small movements might result in an
important reduction of the stresses. Actually the boundary conditions for
thermal load cases are chosen such as to allow free horizontal movement of
main coolant pumps and steam generators, but no tilting movement or vertical
uplifting is allowed (the boundary conditions are explained in the respective
model descriptions in the appendices to reports R2 ana R3).

Modelling considerations

The decision of attaching the piping system models to a partial beam model of
the building done by Siemens allows a realistic introduction of the building
response with a reasonable amount of input data. Verifications done by
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Siemens show that the building is sufficiently stiff to behave close to the
predictions of a beam model. Differential motion of the anchor points laying at

1.6 different floor levels or building parts are represented by this model.

Input Motion

1.5 The input motion provided by Siemens KWU is the same that was used for
establishing the IAEA reference spectra documented in ref. 3 and 4.

Data from AEP

1.2 The data obtained from AEP Moscow are the design values used for NPP Koz-
1.3 loduy as stated by Dr. Ambriashvili (Fax, ref. 5).

They appeared to us to be plausible values. It has to be noted, that the
flexibility of the reactor anchoring and the simplified model of the control rod
structure were introduced to investigate an eventual coupling of the four loops
of the main coolant system over the reactor. However, no significant coupling
could be observed.

Quality Assurance

2.1 Data obtained from AEP Moscow are the design values used for NPP Kozloduy
(ref. 5).

The model from Siemens is the one documented in ref. 6. The input motion is
the same that was used for establishing the IAEA reference spectra (ref. 4).

2.2 A control of a sample model was perfomed with the finite element software
COSMOS/M in stage 3 (see ref. 7).

2.3 Hand estimations of eigenfrequencies were performed for each system. They
showed that the finite element results were plausible. In addition, overall loads
were checked for some cases using the applicable floor response spectra.

Correction of the material specifications

As feedback to the stage 3 results, we received an updated version of the
materials list. There are some systems which now need upgrades with the new
specifications. This change has been incorporated into the final report, version
31.1.96. However, the corresponding appendices could not be updated and
the simulaifon of the upgraded systems have not yet been performed. This
work will be completed in stage 4.

Verification of piping system supports

1.1 The concrete anchors for the piping systems analyzed in stages 2 and 3 have
been completed by the Building Research Institute, Sofia (BRI) (see the main
report). For two support locations, on-site inspections are required for a final
decision on upgrades. The verification of the support structures, including
hanger constructions, depends also on as-built informations which cannot be
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obtained before the next revision period of the reactors. The final on-site
inspections and the verifications of the steel support structures and hangers
will be completed in stage 4.
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2. Containment Prestressing

Preliminary remark

As a preliminary remark we point out, that we submitted the design speci-
fications containing the model, the loads, the analysis method ana the
acceptance criteria for discussion in February 1995 (Intermediate Report IR 2
February 2 1 , 1995). We received a positive answer to these specifications
with the fax from NPP-K, dated March 20, 1995 [3].

Our analysis was then based on these approved specifications. Further
changes or supplements due to the new arising questions are not possible
without substantial additional analysis effort. However some of the questions
are answered here immediately, the other comments and suggestions will be
considered in the next step of upgrading.

On the analysis model

1.1 The suggested model refinements will be discussed and considered in the
design analysis for the new tendons, as part of the upgrading project.

1.2 The seismic analysis model is defined in detail in the reference [4].

The model layout and some typical model data are plotted in the figures 5 and
6 of report IR3.

1.3 a. Comparison of dome and ring stresses to beam model analysis:
Such a comparison is not possible, because these stresses can not
accurately be calculated with a simple beam model, a shell model is
absolutely needed.

b. Comparison of ring stresses to monitoring measurements:
Such a comparison is not possible, because there are no sensors placed
in the ring beam.

c . Comparison of dome stresses to monitoring measurements:
This comparison is indeed a valuable complementation of our analysis
validation. We state a reasonable agreement of computed and measured
stresses for the loadcase "dead load + prestress forces". Our model
validation is supported by this additional comparison.
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On the loading

2.1 The loads from the ventilation tube support structure are locally important for
the ring girder and the shell parts near the support. In our model analysis they
are not included, because the analysis investigates the gloabal behaviour of
the entire building. Local effects are not specially considered, as defined in the
approved specification (see also section 0.).

As response to the comment 2.1 we asked for the support loads which were
computed by Resonance SA. They are significant only for seismic loads and
range for each of both supports up to 2000 kN (horizontal) and 9400 kN
(vertical). These values are in the same order of magnitude as the anchor
force of one prestress tendon at the ring girder.

2.2 The dominating accident loads SSE and LOCA have a very low probability of
occurence. It is not reasonable and not common practice to combine these
accident loads with substantial loads (such as extreme wind, snow or
infrequent crane loads) which are independent low probability events.

2.3 It is obvious that the maximum pressure does not occur at the same time as the
maximum temperature. It would be too conservative to assume them
simultaneously. On the other hand it is known that the temperature at the
concrete surface is lower than the atmospheric temperature in the containment
(instationary heat transfer and effect of tne steel liner).

The defined values for p and T are derived from the design specifications for
WER-1000 containments. We asked NPP-K and Atomenergoproject for these
specifications but finally received the requested information from Milan David
(Consulting Engineers and design Office, Praha) at the IAEA coordination
meeting in St.Petersburg, 1995 [5].

The overpressure of 0.4 MPa corresponds to an absolute pressure of 0.5
MPa.

2.4 The thermal conductivity of the reinforced concrete is used in this heat transfer
analysis.

2.5 Loss of Prestress Forces
In order to take into account the influence of the shrinkage of the concrete
and the relaxation of the steel, the original design forces in the tendons are
reduced by 10% to a value of 9'000 kN. This value is in agreement with the
measured forces in the tendons after retensioning [61. In the case of a LOCA
accident there will be additional temperature induced losses in the tendon for-
ces [7]. For the LOCA-analysis the prestressing design forces are reduced by
another 5% to a value of 8'500 kN in the capacity assessment of the
containment.
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Prestress losses due to tendon friction are not explicitly considered. They
cause a slightly decreasing shell compression from top to bottom in the
cylindrical wall. We judge the influence of this analysis simplification on the
results and conclusions to be of minor importance.

2.6 We agree to this comment. The influence on the radial prestress force is about
2% and does not change the conclusions of the analysis.

However within the upgrading measures it shall be tried to reactivate the
plugged channel tubes.

2.7 We applied concentrated joint loads at the model loads which represent the
locations of the tendon anchors.

The deviation forces from the tendon curvature is represented by distributed
element loads, acting like an external pressure load.

2.8 This comment is correct: the horizontal prestressing pressure is applied to the
cylindrical wall only. The dome pressure caused by tendon curvature is mainly
in vertical direction. It is calculated to be 273 kN/m^, from the prestress force
and the curvature radius.

On the investigation

3.1 A detailed analysis will be part of the design analysis for the new tendons.
3.2
3.3
3.4
3.5

Co-operation with NPP-K is important, because local drawings and construction
details are needed for these details.

3.6 The concrete shells are substantially prestressed and in most load conditions
under compression. As long as concrete is compressed, the reinforcement is

i t ^*^ i i l i i i

not important and the material can be considered as homogeneous. The
theoretical tension stresses in the concrete shell of 10-12 N/mm2 are in the
real structure not possible. They will be reduced by local cracking. A more
detailed consideration of these effects would require a nonlinear analysis
which is considered to be too complex for this practical application.

3.7 The seismic displacements are computed in the analysis by Siemens. They are in
the order of 9 mm (horizontal) at the dome.
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On the comments, conclusions and recommendations

4.1 We agree with this comment. Inspection of the concrete quality is recom-
mended by taking core samples ana mainly by investigating concrete fragments
from construction works in the containment shell.

4.2 This interpretation has to be considered in the design of the new tendons.

4.3 Improving the existing monitoring system is part of our proposal for the further
steps to upgrading.

General remarks

5.1 We agree that our comments to the specific results are brief. Our short
discussion in the chapters 4.4 and 5 of IR3 can be better understood when
the computed cocrete stresses are compared to the defined allowable
stresses in table 2.

5.2 The formula for the horizontal external pressure was derived from the tendon
geometry and the applied prestress force.
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3. Steel Ventilation Chimney

Reinforcement of the Main Building Roof:

The impact force that corresponds to the worst case of the vertically falling
upper part of the chimney is estimated on page 9 of task 40 of the report on
stage 2: 30 MN acting during 0.052 s. A slight error with regard to the roof's
elevation on page E.l-1 (the given value or 41.4 m shoula be corrected to
45.6 m) is practically without consequence: the time of contact would simply
reduce from 0.052 s to 0.051 s.

The necessary reinforcement of the main building roof strongly depends on the
effective span. As long as this span remains smaller than about 5 m, a
reinforcement by steel beams heavily bolted to the concrete seems feasible.
However, for longer spans - up to 9 m seems to exist according to the plans
we have - the necessary steel cross section becomes prohibitively big. The
main problem is that one would have to add so much steel (like a continuous
steel plate of 40 to 50 mm thickness) that a brittle behaviour would result since
the concrete would then fracture before the steel starts yielding. As a
consequence, it seems to be necessary to reduce the spans by an
intermediate wall.

The so far assumed worst cases were convenient in so far as they obviously
were worst cases so that no discussion was risen up about this point. It was
possible to show that both the containment dome as well as the roof of the
diesel generator building were safe for these cases. However, in view of the
above mentioned difficulties in reinforcing the main building roof, it seems
worthwile to study whether a less stringent, perhaps more realistic worst case
could be adopted. In fact, the assumption of a brittle fracture at the chimney's
mid-height might be overly conservative.

In any case, the detailed design of the reinforcement of the main building roof
would be a project of its own an goes far beyond the present contract.
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4. Formal Quality Assurance

All documents and reports provided in the frame of this project have been
reviewed and released according to the quality assurance procedure of the
Swiss team.
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Mr. U. Stussi. "Stussi & Partner"
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Y. Ambriashviii

Dear Mr. Stussi,

M E S S A G E

Sorry for the delay with the answer to your fax - I was on vacations.
Unfortunately I cannot give you the detailed answers to your questions because
the data we provided you with last year are the original project data. I believe you
understand very well that creation of the calculating schemes is the result of the
analysis of many variants and engineering evaluation of the final results. The
ideas and initial data belong to the experts, engineers who worked on the
problems and left in their rough notebooks. You have the final designing input
data which we accepted for NPP "Kozlodui".

Sincerely Yours,

Youri Ambriashvili
Head of the Department

If you experience problems wilh this transmission, call us back as soon as possible.


